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Abstract
We present the results of a passive seismological experiment that was designed to constrain
variations in crustal structure beneath the Faroe Islands (Faroe Islands Passive Seismic
Experiment). After collecting approximately 15 months’ of continuous seismological data at
12 sites that span the Faroe Islands landmass, we applied the receiver function method to
global teleseismic earthquakes that were recorded by the FIPSE array in order to examine PS-wave conversions that arise from major acoustic impedance discontinuities in the
subsurface. The data quality recorded by the FIPSE array is relatively poor, due to the
microseismic noise from waves and wind, so we stacked all the receiver function data
together and also stacked station data before performing further analyses. Using the H-κ
stacking method with a stack of all the receiver function data we find that a crustal thickness
of 29±2 km and average crustal VP/VS of 1.76±0.09 would be an appropriate 1-D
approximation of Faroe Islands crust. Single station H-κ stacking results show that the
thickest crust (32-33 km) is found in the northwest, the thinnest crust (<29 km) is found in
the northernmost parts of the Faroe Islands and elsewhere the crust is 29-30 km thick.
Neighbourhood algorithm inversion using single station receiver function stacks produced
similar crustal thicknesses to the H-κ stacking results, with a sharp Moho discontinuity
constrained at depths of 27-33 km that is deepest beneath western parts of the Faroe
Islands. A 2-10 km thick, gradational, high-velocity lower crustal layer with VP/VS>1.80 was
required in all of the best inversion solutions, being thickest where the Moho is deepest. The
receiver function inversion analysis also showed that the depth to crystalline basement
beneath the Faroe Islands varies between 4 and 6 km from the surface but it was not able to
constrain the velocity structure of the expected basalt (and possible sedimentary) layers
above it. Forward modelling of receiver functions using apriori geophysical and
petrophysical data showed that the basalt sequences on the Faroe Islands will have a minor
affect on the receiver function waveforms compared to the crystalline basement and Moho
discontinuities. We also find through forward modelling that a low density and low velocity
layer may extend up to 1 km beneath the Lopra-1/1A borehole. However, the low velocity
and density characteristics of any substantial hyaloclastite layers near to the base of the
basalt render it difficult for receiver functions to distinguish such an igneous layer from any
suspected sedimentary rocks. Finally, preliminary common conversion point stacking (CCP)
migration provides the first images of the north-to-south variation in crustal structure
beneath the Faroe Islands, with Suduroy and possibly Sandoy exhibiting a different upper
crustal structure than the remainder of the Faroe Islands.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Rationale
The crustal structure of the continental block on which the Faroe Islands (Fig. 1) sits is poorly
understood, mainly due to the presence of thick Tertiary basalt sequences at the surface
that hinder controlled-source seismic imaging methods (e.g. Maresh et al., 2006). The region
is of interest as offshore hydrocarbon prospects within the Faroese sector of the FaroeShetland Basin are expected to occur both in layered basalt flows (including hyaloclastites)
and in sediments between the base of basaltic sequences and the top of Precambrian
crystalline basement. The onshore thickness of the basalts, the presence of sediments and
the depth and lateral variation of the basement discontinuity, however, are largely
unconstrained.

Figure 1 – Location map with bathymetry and topography of the Faroe Islands in relation to the
northern UK, Iceland and the east coast of Greenland with the locations of seismic profiles described in
this report. Inset shows the topography of the Faroe Islands with the Faroe Islands Passive Seismic
Experiment (FIPSE) stations marked as yellow boxes (modified from Harland et al., 2009).

Variations in Faroese crustal thickness and composition are also not well constrained. These
characteristics have implications for models of uplift and subsidence of the region,
particularly as a high-velocity lower crustal layer has been interpreted as igneous intrusions
emplaced at the time of continental break-up (e.g. White, et al., 1987; Richardson et al.,
1999; White, et al., 2008). A knowledge of the crustal structure and distribution of material
intruded into the lower crust beneath the Faroe Islands would increase the ability to
understand the paleogeographic development around the time of continental break-up, as
well as for the present day.
In addition to helping to constrain the hydrocarbon potential of the region, imaging the
crustal structure beneath the Faroe Islands also provides information about the processes
that drive the break-up of continents. In particular, uncertainty remains over the relative
roles of tectonism (i.e. faulting) and magmatism during break-up and the large-scale mode
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of lithospheric deformation (e.g. Ebinger & Casey, 2001; White et al., 2008). Due to the
Faroe Islands’ proximity to the ocean-continent boundary, the intruded and extruded
magmatic material that occurred immediately prior to seafloor spreading can be quantified
by imaging the detailed crustal velocity structure, adding crucial knowledge about the role
that magmatism played at this stage of break-up.

1.2. Objectives
The project objective is to image variations in crustal layer thickness and velocity beneath
the Faroe Islands using passive seismological data. The receiver function technique will be
used to focus on: i) the uppermost ~10 km to investigate and interpret basement thickness
variations and add constraints to basalt thicknesses; sub-basalt sediments; and imaging the
Moho discontinuity to provide three-dimensional variations in crustal thickness and bulk
velocity, together with the identification and classification of high-velocity lower crustal
layers. The original project proposal can be viewed in Appendix I.
The project shall provide the following for the SINDRI Group:
 A detailed report that shall present images of the crustal velocity structure using the
receiver function technique, focussing on basalt, sediment and basement layers in the
uppermost crust and magmatic intrusion into the lower crust.
 An interpretation of lateral changes in crustal structure beneath the Faroe Islands
related to the hydrocarbon potential of the Faroese sector of the Faroe-Shetland Basin
and to magma-assisted models of continental break-up.
 ~15 months of continuous passive recordings from a network of 12 stations that spans
the Faroe Islands.

1.3. Tectonic History
A large amount of information is available to characterise the tectonic history of the Faroe
Islands and the surrounding region (i.e. Faroe Platform, Faroe-Shetland Basin, Iceland-Faroe
Ridge) (Fig. 2), a brief summary of which follows:
The Archaean and Proterozoic basement terranes that made up the pre-rifted NE Atlantic
margin (Dickin, 1992) were assembled during the closure of the Iapetus Ocean and
Caledonian Orogeny until Early Devonian times (e.g. McKerrow et al., 2000; Oliver, 2002;
Strachan et al., 2002; Roberts, et al., 2003). A series of rifting episodes affected the NE
Atlantic margin during Late Palaeozoic to Mesozoic times, beginning with approximate eastwest extension between Eurasia and East Greenland during Permo-Triassic times forming
large half-graben basins (e.g. West Orkney and West Shetland Basins (Earle et al., 1989;
Hitchen et al., 1997), possibly influenced by a northeast-southwest trending Caledonian
structural grain (Ziegler, 1989; Brekke et al., 1999; Doré et al., 1999; Surlyk, 1990).
Further east-west extension during Jurassic times shifted to more northwest-southeast
extension during Early to Mid-Cretaceous times (Dean et al., 1999; Doré et al., 1999; Ritchie
et al., 2011), with Faroe-Shetland and Møre Basins forming as a response to Cretaceous
extension (e.g. Duindam & van Hoorn, 1987; Dean et al., 1999; Musgrove & Mitchener,
1996) and later seafloor spreading north of what became the Faroe Islands from the Rockall
Trough to the Vøring Basin (Price & Rattey, 1984) (Fig. 3).
Renewed rifting during Early Eocene times, likely facilitated by the impingement of a mantle
plume (e.g. White, 1988), resulted in the northward propagation of seafloor spreading
between the conjugate northwest European – East Greenland margins in Early Eocene times
and the formation of the present-day northeast Atlantic Ocean (Ziegler, 1989; Ziegler, 1992;
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Doré et al., 1999). An early Palaeogene triple junction may have centred on the present-day
location of the Faroe Islands (Geoffroy et al., 1994) or Faroes/north Rockall Trough region
(Burke & Dewey, 1973), with the Faroe-Shetland Basin today representing a significantly
thinned but failed break-up basin (e.g. Archer et al., 2005; Fletcher et al., 2013).

Figure 2 - An overview of the tectonic events affecting the NE Atlantic margin including the Faroe
Islands region (from Ritchie et al., 2011).
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Figure 3 - Tectonic reconstruction of the NE Atlantic in the Late Jurassic, Mid-Cretaceous, Paleocene
and mid-Cenozoic (after Doré et al., 1999).

Regional and transient uplift events (and some small-scale igneous activity, e.g. Morton et
al., 1995) preceded widespread and predominantly continental volcanism and intrusive
activity to form the North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP) (Maclennan & Jones, 2006;
Meyer et al., 2007; Saunders et al., 2007) (Fig. 4). Exposed and buried NAIP igneous rocks
extend NW-SE over 2000 km at the conjugate East Greenland-NW European margins and are
also found in the West Greenland-Baffin Bay area (Upton, 1988; Saunders et al., 1997;
Meyer et al., 2007). Key NAIP regions include: NW British Isles; Rockall Trough; FaroeShetland Basin; Rockall-Hatton area; Faroe Islands; Møre margin; Vøring margin; Northeast
Greenland; Central-East Greenland; and West Greenland-Baffin Island (e.g. Saunders et al.,
1997). Most NAIP igneous activity occurred during Mid-Palaeocene to early Eocene times
(between c. 62 and c. 53 Ma), with two main pulses at c. 62-58 Ma and c. 57-53 Ma and
further distinguishable pulses at c. 60 and c. 55 Ma (Saunders et al., 1997; Torsvik et al.,
2001; Jerram & Widdowson, 2005; Meyer et al., 2007). Parts of the NAIP experienced
continued igneous activity (e.g. Tegner & Duncan, 1999; O’Connor et al., 2000; Tegner et al.,
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2008) with present-day magmatism occurring in Iceland (e.g. White et al., 2011) and Jan
Mayen (e.g. Trønnes et al., 1999).

Figure 4 – The location of the Faroe Islands (FI) within the North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP).
Regions of Tertiary onshore and offshore magmatism and volcanism are shown in colour, in addition
to older Cretaceous to Permo-Triassic magmatism. AR –Aegir Ridge; BI – Baffin Island; CGFZ – Charlie
Gibbs Fracture Zone; DI – Disko Island; EB – Edoras Bank; FI – Faroe Islands; GFZ – Greenland Fracture
Zone; GIR – Greenland-Iceland Ridge; HB – Hatton Bank; HoB – Hopedale Basin; IFR – Iceland-Faroe
Ridge; MB – Møre Basin; MR – Mohns Ridge; NB – Nuussuaq Basin; PB – Porcupine Basin; RR –
Reykjanes Ridge; SFZ – Senja Fracture Zone; ST – Slyne Trough and Erris Basin; VB – Vøring Basin; VS –
Vesteris Seamount; and YP – Yermak Plateau (after Meyer et al., 2007).

The nearby Faroe-Shetland Basin records subsequent post-break-up subsidence that was
punctuated by a number of short-term uplift-erosion and subsidence cycles as it continued
to be filled with sediments throughout Palaeocene and Eocene times (e.g. Nadin et al., 1997;
Lamers & Carmichael, 1999; Naylor et al., 1999; Smallwood & Gill, 2002; Dromgoole &
Gallagher, 2007; Fletcher et al., 2013). Since the Early Eocene, a number of NW-SE
compressive events affected the Faroese Platform and Faroe Shetland Basin and are thought
to have contributed to uplifting the Faroe Islands (Boldreel & Andersen, 1998; Ritchie et al.,
2003; Doré et al., 2008). Evidence has been reported of other Cenozoic uplift mechanisms
that affected the Faroe-Shetland Basin and/or the Faroe Platform, such as: transient uplift
due to mantle convection associated with the Iceland plume (Shaw Champion et al., 2008);
permanent uplift due to crustal thickening by lower crustal igneous intrusion (e.g.
Richardson et al., 1999); uplift from mantle thermal variations (Smallwood, 2008); and
epeirogenic uplift caused by basalt removal from Eocene-Recent erosion (Andersen et al.,
2002).
Northwest of the onshore Faroe Islands, the East Greenland-Iceland-Faroe Islands Ridge
formed after the onset of seafloor spreading and may consist of very thick oceanic crust that
formed as a result of excessive magma production (Meyer et al., 2007), although continental
crust may exist beneath parts of Iceland (Foulger, 2006).
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1.4. Geology of the Faroe Islands
The Faroe Islands Basalt Group (FIBG) (Fig. 5) was emplaced during Paleocene and Eocene
times and was part of the NAIP magmatism (Upton, 1988; Waagstein, 1988; Saunders et al.,
1997; Meyer et al., 2007). Its areal extent is at least 120,000 km2 within the NE Atlantic
region and it is exposed throughout the ~1400 km2 surface area of the 18 main islands that
comprise the Faroe Islands (Passey & Jolley, 2009). Post-emplacement subsidence is
probably the origin of the present-day FIBG dip of <4° in an E-SE direction (Andersen, 1988)
and its stratigraphic thickness totals at least ~6.6 km, with the lowermost ~3.4 km sampled
only by the Lopra-1/1A borehole (Rasmussen & Noe-Nygaard, 1969; Rasmussen & NoeNygaard, 1970; Waagstein, 1988; Passey & Bell, 2007; Passey & Jolley, 2009). It consists of
basalt lava flows with minor volcaniclastic (sedimentary and pyroclastic) lithologies and was
most recently divided into seven lithostratigraphic formations (Passey & Jolley, 2009), from
base to top: 1) Lopra Formation – at least ~1.1 km thick and composed of volcaniclastic
lithologies, mainly hyaloclastites (Ellis et al., 2002; Waagstein, 2006; Passey & Jolley, 2009);
2) Beinisvørð Formation – ~3.25 km thick laterally extensive, subaerial basalt sheet lobes
topped by an erosional surface (Passey & Bell, 2007); 3) Prestfjall Formation – <15 m thick
coals, claystones and sandstones (Lund, 1989; Ellis et al., 2002; Passey & Jolley, 2009); 4)
Hvannhagi Formation – <50 m thick tuff and mass flow deposits (Passey & Jolley, 2009); 5)
Malinstindur Formation – <1.4 km thick subaerial compound lava flows with a weathered
upper surface (Passey & Bell, 2007); 6) Sneis Formation – < 30 m thick, laterally extensive,
sandstone and conglomerate; 7) Enni Formation – >900 m thick subaerial compound lava
flows and sheet lobes (Passey & Jolley, 2009). Sub-vertical dykes have intruded most levels
of the basalt, with irregular and saucer-shaped sills forming in the uppermost three
formations (Hansen et al., 2011). Erosion may have removed at least a few hundred metres
of the Enni Formation, assuming it was uniformly distributed with an original thickness of
1.0-1.5 km (Waagstein, 1988; Andersen, et al., 2002).

Figure 5 – Simplified geology map of the Faroe Islands, showing the main subdivisions of the FIBG
(Passey & Bell, 2007).
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Figure 6 – Maps of basalt and sub-basalt sediment thickness on the Faroes Platform and into the
Faroe-Shetland Basin (White et al., 2003).

The FIBG rocks exposed on the Faroe Islands are presumed to either rest atop preCretaceous (Brewer & Smyth, 1984) sedimentary rocks or Lewisian crystalline basement.
Seismic refraction experiments revealed offshore sedimentary sequences that reach
thicknesses of: i) a few kilometres but appear to pinch out towards the Faroe Islands
(Richardson et al., 1999); ii) 7-8 km offshore and 3-4 km beneath the Faroe Islands (Raum et
al., 2005); or iii) less than 1 km beneath central regions and up to 3 km beneath northern
and southern parts of the Faroe Islands (Fig. 6) (White et al., 2003). Ambiguity remains due
to multiple ways of interpreting a sub-basalt layer with a P-wave velocity of 5.2-5.7 km/s and
the possible contamination of sub-basalt sedimentary rocks with igneous sill intrusions
(Richardson et al., 1999; England et al., 2005; Raum et al., 2005). Lewisian basement rocks
are exposed in East Greenland and Shetland Islands (Stoker et al., 1993) and it is therefore
expected that Archaean to Proterozoic age Lewisian metamorphic rocks comprise the
crystalline basement beneath the Faroe Islands. This is most likely underlain by stretched
Archaean continental crust that could be thickened (i.e. underplate) and/or intruded by
magmatic material (Bott et al., 1974; Richardson et al., 1998; Raum et al., 2005).

1.5. Previous Geophysical and Petrophysical Experiments
1.5.1. Faroe Islands Crustal Thickness and Composition
A number of regional seismic refraction and wide-angle reflection profiles have been
acquired and processed in order to investigate the crustal structure to the northeast, east
and southeast of the Faroe Islands (particularly across the Faroe-Shetland basin) (Fig.7). The
velocity structure is agreed to most likely represent crystalline crust with a continental
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composition (Bott et al., 1974; Richardson et al., 1998; Richardson et al., 1999; Smallwood et
al., 1999; Raum et al., 2005). Moho depths along these profiles vary between 17 (beneath
the Faroe-Shetland basin axis) and 35 km (offshore near the Faroe Islands). Estimates of
crustal thickness beneath the Faroe Islands are either 21-32 km (through extrapolation
onshore from the seismic profiles) or 27-38 km (described as ~30 km) by an early refraction
study (Bott et al., 1974). The large variation in crustal thickness estimates near the Faroe
Islands is probably due to a combination of factors that restrict seismic imaging capability,
including reduced ray coverage at the ends of seismic profiles; complex basalt-sedimentbasement layering at shallow depths that strongly attenuates seismic energy; and low
velocity layers that create strong inter-bed multiples that can mask Moho reflections (e.g.
Richardson et al., 1999).

Figure 7 – Moho depths (in km) in the FaroeShetland Basin region from seismic refraction
experiments (FAST/FLARE – Richardson et al,
1999; Smallwood et al., 2001; OF94-23 Richardson et al., 1999; Smallwood et al., 2001;
Raum 1 and 2 - Raum et al., 2005; iSIMM Roberts et al., 2009). Image reproduced from
Fletcher, 2008.

An integrated onshore-offshore seismic study of the Faroe-Iceland Ridge found a Moho
depth of 25 to 30 km beneath the Faroe-Iceland Ridge (Fig. 8) with an average crustal VP/VS
of 1.77 ± 0.02 (Smallwood et al., 1999). Crustal thickness measurements beneath Iceland
vary between <25 km in ridge locations and ~40 km in east and northeast coastal regions.
East Greenland margin crust is typically 24-35 km thick (Kumar et al., 2007).
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Figure 8 – FIRE seismic refraction/wide angle reflection experiment location map (top) and P-wave
velocity model (bottom) (Smallwood et al., 1999; McBride et al., 2004).

Estimating ‘true’ crustal thickness is complicated by the presence of intruded magma near
the base of the crust. Lower crustal layers with velocities in excess of 7.0 km/s are commonly
imaged on the North Atlantic continental margins (e.g. White & McKenzie, 1989; Kelemen &
Holbrook 1995; Korenaga et al., 2002, Klingelhofer et al., 2005; Voss & Jokat, 2007) and are
typically referred to as ‘underplate’, although recent work suggested that such features are
heavily-intruded continental crust (e.g. White et al., 2008). As the amount of intruded
material added to the crust increases, the transition from continental lower crust (with
typical P-wave velocity of 6.4-6.8 km/s) to mantle (P-wave velocity of >7.8 km/s) becomes
more gradational and the seismological Moho (base of the crust) becomes separated from
the petrological Moho (top of the intruded layer) (e.g. Cornwell et al., 2010). Seismic and
gravity data have been used to provide evidence of such a high-velocity and high-density
lower crustal layer (HVLC) beneath the Faroe Islands and estimated that ~8 km of magmatic
material has been added to the base of the original continental crust (Smallwood et al.,
1999; England et al., 2005) (Fig. 9).
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Figure 9 – Compilation of published
wide-angle seismic profiles in the Faroe
Islands region. a) FAST profile
(Smallwood et al., 2001); b) OF94-23
profile (Smallwood et al., 2001); c)
panel: Gravity model for the FAST
seismic profile (England et al., 2005)
indicating the requirement for a 3100
3
kg/m lower crustal layer beneath the
Faroe Islands region (0-25 km on the
horizontal scale); d) iSIMM profile
(Roberts et al., 2009); e) FLARE profile
(Richardson et al., 1999); f) Raum
profile 1 (Raum et al., 2005).
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Passive seismological data from a closely spaced array of 45 seismometers in central-eastern
Faroe Islands was analysed using the receiver function method to estimate that the crust is
between 29 and 32 km thick with an average VP/VS of 1.78 (Harland et al., 2009). A >6 km
thick lower crustal layer with a gradational velocity structure was modelled and interpreted
as a zone of varying degrees of sill intrusion into the existing lower crust (Harland et al.,
2009) (Fig. 10).

Figure 10 – Location map of the cluster of 45 deployed seismometers that collected data used for
receiver function analysis. The best forward-model ﬁt to a receiver function stack (Freq.MAX=1 Hz)
calculated following Ammon (1991). The shallowest layer in the velocity model represents a basalt
layer and the delay time, width and amplitude of the Ps peak was matched. The fit to the broad PpPs
multiple was achieved with a gradational velocity structure at the base of the crust. Reproduced from
Harland et al. (2009).

1.5.2. Basalt and Sub-Basalt Velocity Characteristics
A summary map of basalt and sub-basalt sedimentary layer thickness beneath the Faroe
Islands and surrounding area indicates that basalt thickness is consistently 5.5-6 km across
the majority of the Faroe Islands apart from 4.5-5.5 km and 3.5-4.5 km beneath the
southern islands of Sandoy and Suðuroy, respectively (Fig. 6) (White et al., 2003), combining
models from published wide-angle seismic data (Fig. 9). Sub-basalt sediment thickness was
estimated to be 0-1.5 km in central Faroe Islands but increases to 2-3 km in northeastern
and southern parts. More recent seismic refraction/reflection work by Raum et al., (2005),
however, showed evidence for a 2-3 km thick, low-velocity sub-basalt Mesozoic sedimentary
layer).
The layers included in published models of Faroe Islands crustal structure are typically: 1)
basalt; 2) sediments/upper basement (with or without sills); 3) crystalline basement/upper
crust; 4) lower crust; 5) high velocity lower crust; and 6) upper mantle. The velocity and
density properties used to model these layers are summarised in Table 1. These are used as
input parameters to construct 1D models for receiver function forward modelling in Section
3.2).
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Layer
Cenozoic sediments

3

VP (km/s)
1.70±0.10

VP/VS
2.95

Density (Mg/m )
1.93

Raum et al., 2005

Raum et al., 2005

England et al., 2005

<5.00

2.20±0.05

Smallwood et al., 1999

Raum et al., 2005

2.63
Smallwood et al., 1999

Tertiary basalt

4.90±0.10

1.84

2.70

Raum et al., 2005

Christie et al. 2006; Eccles
et al. 2007, 2008; Bais et
al. 2008

England et al., 2005

5.00±0.10
Richardson et al., 1999

5.00±1.00
Petersen et al., 2012

5.25±0.25
Smallwood et al., 1999

1.83±0.01
Raum et al., 2005

1.85±0.05

2.79
Raum et al., 2005

2.79
Smallwood et al., 1999

Petersen et al., 2012

4.40±0.50
Palmason, 1965

Sills
Sub-Basalt Mesozoic
Sedimentary Rocks
(Upper Basement)

5.40

1.85±0.05

2.75±0.05

Raum et al., 2005

Raum et al., 2005

Raum et al., 2005

4.3±0.4

1.76±0.09

2.50 (2.65)

Eccles et al,. 2007

Eccles et al,. 2007

England et al., 2005

4.10±0.10

1.70±0.05

2.60±0.05

Raum et al., 2005

Raum et al., 2005

Raum et al., 2005

(5.75±0.25)
Richardson et al., 1999

(5.75±0.25)
Smallwood et al., 1999

Crystalline Basement (Lewisian
gneiss) / Upper crust

6.25±0.25

1.73

2.81

Hall & Simmonds, 1979

Christensen, 1996

England et al., 2005

6.10±0.05

1.73±0.03

2.82

Raum et al., 2005

Raum et al., 2005

Raum et al., 2005

6.30±0.10

1.77±0.02

Richardson et al., 1999

Richardson et al., 1999

6.25±0.25
Smallwood et al., 1999

Lower Crust

Underplated/Intruded
Lower Crust
Upper Mantle

6.87±0.13

1.78±0.03

2.98

Raum et al., 2005

Raum et al., 2005

England et al., 2005

6.80±0.30

2.84

Richardson et al., 1999

Raum et al., 2005

6.75±0.25

2.92

Smallwood et al., 1999

Smallwood et al., 1999

7.40±0.30

3.10

Richardson et al., 1999

England et al., 2005

7.25±0.25

3.12

Smallwood et al., 1999

Smallwood et al., 1999

8.25±0.10

3.33

Raum et al., 2005

England et al., 2005

8.10±0.30
Richardson et al., 1999

Table 1 - Summary of velocity and density properties of the main layers beneath the Faroe Islands and
Faroe Platform interpreted by published studies.

1.5.3. Vestmanna-1, Lopra-1/1A and Glyvurnses-1 Boreholes
Vestmanna-1 was drilled in 1980 to a depth of 660 m and penetrated the lowermost 600 m
of the Malinstindur Formation and uppermost part of the Beinisvørð Formation (see Section
1.4). Lopra-1 was drilled in 1981 to a depth of 2178 m and subsequently deepened to 3565
m in 1996. The original Lopra-1 borehole penetrated through ~2 km of the Beinisvørð
Formation and the deepened Lopra 1A section additionally penetrated 213 m of the
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Beinisvørð Formation, then 45 m of pillow lavas, followed by 41 m of pillow lava debris atop
a thick series of volcanic tuffs (including intra-volcanic sandstone and claystone) of the
uppermost Lopra Formation. The base of the volcanic rocks was not encountered (Heinesen
et al., 2006). The Glyvursnes-1 borehole was drilled to a depth of ~700 m and encountered
the uppermost 350 m of the Malinstindur Formation and lowermost 350 m of the Enni
Formation (Waagstein & Andersen, 2003).
Basalt Sequence
Unit
Flow
Core
Crust
Compound Flow
Dolerite dyke
Sediments

Avg. (Min.-Max.) VP
(km/s)
5.53 (2.94-7.47)
5.83 (2.94-7.47)
4.69 (2.94-6.63)
4.92 (2.43-6.57)
6.08 (3.37-7.58)
4.26 (2.86-6.31)

Avg. (Min.-Max.) VS
(km/s)
2.97 (1.74-4.01)
3.14 (2.00-4.01)
2.52 (1.74-3.82)
2.59 (1.82-3.44)
3.28 (1.90-4.03)
2.34 (1.90-3.34)

Avg. (Min.-Max.)
Density (kg/m3)
2850 (1550-3150)
2900 (1570-3150)
2660 (1550-3150)
2740 (2030-3010)
2900 (1510-3040)
2580 (2530-2950)

Table 2 – Measured average, minimum and maximum P-wave, S-wave and density values for the main
units classified in the Lopra-1/1A borehole (Boldreel et al., 2006).

3

Figure 11 – Lopra -1/1A P-wave (VP), S-wave (VS) and density (g/cm ) log measurements resampled to
3 m intervals (from Christie et al., 2006).

The detailed log and vertical seismic profile (VSP) data show that the basalt sequences on
the Faroe Islands are exceedingly complex, both lithologically and geophysically. There is a
large variation in the VP, VS and density measurements in all of the basalt and sedimentary
sequence units interpreted from the Lopra 1/1A borehole (Table 2). Within the majority of
the merged Lopra-1 and Lopra-1A VP, VS and density logs (Figs. 11 and 12), the basalt
sequences are characterised by rapidly oscillating high-low values, representing the different
geophysical properties of flow top-middle-base and any interbed sedimentary rocks. Three
depth ranges of interest stand out due to their VP, VS and density properties: i) 450-850 m –
two thick dolerite intrusions units have relatively high VP and VS values; ii) 2500-2900 m –
hyaloclastite unit(s) are characterised by relatively low VP, VS and density values; and iii)
2900-3500 – interbedded hyaloclastite and basalt beds are characterised by intermediate VP,
VS and density values whose overall properties depend on the ratio of basalt to hyaloclastite
(Christie et al., 2006).
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Figure 12 – Lowermost Lopra 1A P-wave (VP), S-wave (VS), density (g/cm3) and Poisson’s ratio
values used to calculate synthetic VSP and compared to observed VSP. Note the negative
phase in the VSP record below the maximum depth of the borehole (marked with a red
arrow) that may indicate the presence of either a low-velocity sedimentary layer or another
hyaloclastite unit (from Christie et al., 2006).
The overall configuration of the basalt sequences sampled by the Lopra-1/1A borehole is a
velocity and density inversion (highest nearest the surface and decreasing with depth),
which will affect the nature of the receiver functions recorded by the FIPSE stations as they
were deployed directly on top of the basalt sequences. We explore the magnitude of theses
basalt sequence effects on the recorded receiver functions through forward modelling in
Section 3.5). In the next section we describe the new seismological data collected during the
FIPSE project and introduce the receiver function data.
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2. Receiver Functions
2.1. Data Collection
Approximately 16 months’ of continuous seismological data were collected at 12 sites that
span the majority of the Faroe Islands (Fig. 13 and Table 3). A substantial fieldwork program
was required to install and maintain these seismological stations, brief details of which
follow:

Figure 13 – Map of the Faroe Islands the Faroe Islands Passive Seismic Experiment (FIPSE) stations.
The full station name is preceded by ‘IF’ (e.g. IF09) after the football club ÍF Fuglafjørður.

2.1.1. Site Allocation and Permission (29th April – 10th May 2011)
Dr. David Cornwell visited the Faroe Islands (accompanied by Magni Jøkladal) and met with
Thomas Varming and Uni Petersen at Jarðfeingi before travelling over all of the major islands
to find 12 sites for the seismometer stations. Site choice criteria were: 1. South facing with a
clear sky view; 2. Bedrock at 50-100cm depth from the surface; 3. As far as possible from
sources of seismic noise (e.g. roads, rivers, windmills, quarries, livestock; heavy industry;
coast; masts); 4. Near a potential mains power source; 5. Positioned equidistant from
neighbouring stations; 5. Guaranteed vehicular access during summer and winter. At each
potential site the landowner was telephoned or met in person and the nature of the
deployment was explained before permission was sought (see Appendix I for the
Faroese/English information sheet used when gaining permission). All of the Faroese
landowners were happy to give permission for seismometers to reside on their land.
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Figure 14 – Locating bedrock and windmill noise in Runavik (May 2011).

2.1.2. Deployment (13th – 30th June 2011)
Dr. David Cornwell, Prof. Richard England and Dr. David Hawthorn from SEIS-UK (the UK
instrument loan facility at the University of Leicester) travelled to the Faroe Islands and were
accompanied by Rannvá Arge for instrument deployment (Fig. 15). Six of the instruments
had already been shipped from the UK by SEIS-UK at the start of the deployment trip, along
with all of the sundry materials for station construction (e.g. fence posts, fence wire, digging
and other tools, sand, tubing, wooden posts, cement, tape, etc.). All materials were shipped
from the UK due to the high cost associated with obtaining them direct from the Faroe
Islands. The remaining six instruments arrived on June 20th and deployment was completed
on June 29th (see Appendix II for seismometer station configuration).

Figure 15 – Deployment team near Klaksvik (June 2011).

2.1.3. 1st Service/Data Download (10th – 20th October 2011)
Dr. David Cornwell, Dr. David Hawthorn and Rannvá Arge visited all sites and downloaded all
data recorded since deployment from the CMG-3ESPD internal 8/16Gb hard drives (Fig. 16).
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Service Notes: Solar panel blown off – IF11; Breakout box changed – IF11; Sheep had been
inside fence – IF12; Breakout box serial cap left off – IF02; New communications mast
erected next to site – IF02; Regulator changed – IF02; Batteries changed – IF08.

Figure 16 – October 2011 service trip to Froðba, Suduroy.

Figure 17 – February 2012 battery change and data download in northern Sandoy.

2.1.4. 2nd Service/Data Download (3rd – 14th February 2012)
Dr. David Cornwell and Rannvá Arge visited all sites and downloaded all data recorded since
previous service from the CMG-3ESPD internal 8/16Gb hard drives (Fig. 17).
Service Notes: Batteries changed – IF05, IF06, IF08; Instrument DOA – IF06, IF08; Solar panel
blown off – IF07, IF12; Fencing posts blown down – IF11; Changed GPS – IF12.
2.1.5. 3rd Service Trip/Data Download (21st – 28th June 2012)
Dr. David Cornwell and Rannvá Arge visited all sites and downloaded all data recorded since
previous service from the CMG-3ESPD internal 8/16Gb hard drives.
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2.1.6. Instrument Withdrawal/Decommission (15th – 28th October 2012)
Dr. David Cornwell and Rannvá Arge visited all sites and download all data recorded since
previous service from the CMG-3ESPD internal 8/16Gb hard drives. Each site was
decommissioned and SEIS-UK equipment was shipped back to Leicester.
Station Name
IF01
IF02
IF03
IF04
IF05
IF06
IF07
IF08
IF09
IF10
IF11
IF12

Latitude (deg.)
62.35946
62.22547
62.10272
62.27855
62.29297
62.16932
62.01905
62.09446
61.88078
61.79342
61.55398
61.39788

Longitude (deg.)
-6.52752
-6.61349
-6.66843
-6.85467
-7.06814
-7.17437
-6.82986
-7.40596
-6.84558
-6.74606
-6.74307
-6.69047

Elevation (m)
55
236
63
37
160
301
316
247
230
39
324
152

Location
Viðareiði
Halsur (Klaksvik)
Rituvik
Oyndafjordur
Eiði
Vestmanna
Husareyn (Torshavn)
Haga (Gasadalur)
Knuker (Sandoy)
Skarvanes (Sandoy)
Nakkur (Suduroy)
Akraberg (Suduroy)

Table 3 - FIPSE station information.

2.1.7. Data Recovery and Overall Quality
Data recovery was calculated at 86 % for the FIPSE array (Table 4). A total of 5177 station
days of continuous data were collected from 12 seismological stations and approximately
850 station days’ data were lost due to equipment failures, caused mainly by the effects of
high winds and waterlogging after heavy rain.
Station Name
IF01
IF02
IF03
IF04
IF05
IF06
IF07
IF08
IF09
IF10
IF11
IF12
TOTAL

Instrument ID
4752
5481
4711
5446
5485
5480
5333
4903
5478
4623
5432
4706

Days of Data
483
482
475
485
463
371
491
481
489
461
309
187
5177

Recovery
96%
96%
95%
97%
92%
74%
98%
96%
98%
92%
62%
37%
86%

Location
Viðareiði
Halsur (Klaksvik)
Rituvik
Oyndafjordur
Eiði
Vestmanna
Husareyn (Torshavn)
Haga (Gasadalur)
Knuker (Sandoy)
Skarvanes (Sandoy)
Nakkur (Suduroy)
Akraberg (Suduroy)

Table 4 - FIPSE station data recovery. Recovery is the percentage of possible days of data from the
start of deployment until the last station was recovered (501) and so would be a slight underestimate
if, say, a station was deployed last and recovered first.

Despite employing deployment techniques designed to collect high quality seismological
data (e.g. by deploying directly onto bedrock in seismically low noise locations), the overall
data quality is average to poor compared to other recent deployments using similar
seismometers, due mainly to adverse weather conditions particularly in the winter (Figure
17).
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Figure 18 – An example of continuous raw seismological data (resampled at 1 second intervals), as
collected from June 2011 to February 2012 from all 12 stations. Green, red and blue colours denote
the vertical, north-south and east-west components, respectively. Large gaps in the continuous data
were caused by equipment failures at 2 stations and smaller gaps leading up to February were caused
by insufficient battery charging by the solar panels. Note the elevated noise levels during winter,
especially during the November and December hurricanes.

2.2. Receiver Function Overview
The landmass of the Faroe Islands provides a unique opportunity to utilise a passive seismic
experiment to address the problems regarding imaging crustal structure beneath flood
basalts using a predominantly upwards-travelling seismic wavefield (e.g. Langston, 1979;
Ammon, 1991). Receiver function analysis is a common technique that uses distant
earthquakes to determine the crustal structure beneath the recording seismometer.
Vertical discontinuities in acoustic impedance beneath the seismometer station cause
earthquake P-waves to convert to S-waves and receiver function processing removes the
source-side effects of the earthquake, leaving the direct P-wave followed by converted
energy and multiply-reverberated energy (e.g. Langston, 1979; Ammon, 1991).
Careful processing can produce receiver function signals containing frequencies up to 3 Hz,
which translates into seismic wavelengths of <1.5 km in the uppermost 10 km and <2.5 km
at typical lower crustal velocities. The technique is therefore capable of constraining crustal
structure on a scale comparable to traditional controlled-source seismic refraction methods
and provides a complementary dataset because it is more sensitive to the S-wave rather
than P-wave discontinuities. Forward and inverse modelling of stacks of converted waves
and their multiples provides velocity-depth models around each passive seismic sensor (e.g.
Cornwell et al., 2010). Lateral variation in crustal layer properties and depths can be
investigated by comparing inter-station results. The results can further be compared to
existing offshore controlled-source seismic models to help characterise the geological
framework of the broader region.
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2.3. Teleseismic Events
We searched the NEIC-PDE earthquake catalogue via the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) earthquake search website [http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/] for
teleseismic (i.e. occurring between 30° and 100° epicentral distance from the centre of the
Faroe array) events with a body magnitude (mb) of 5.5 and above for receiver function
analysis (see Appendix III). There were 393 events during the full time period that the array
was operational (13th June 2011 until 17th October 2012). Figure 19 shows the location of the
events with respect to the FIPSE seismometer array. The majority of events originate from
locations north to northeast of the Faroe Islands with a gap in the directional coverage to
the south. In terms of distance, the majority of events occur at epicentral distances of 65-80°
and 30-40° with a gap in distance coverage at 45-60°.

Figure 19 – Epicentral distance map centred on the Faroe Islands with teleseismic earthquakes that
th
th
occurred during the deployment period (17 June 2011 – 16 October 2012) whose magnitudes (mb)
were greater than 5.5 (stars). Black lines denote epicentral distance 30° intervals. Red stars show
events considered for receiver function analysis between epicentral distances of 30° and 90° (solid
white lines). Events were visually inspected to 100° (dashed white line) and included in some of the
receiver function analyses.

2.4. Receiver Function Calculation and Selection
Receiver functions (RFs) were calculated for the ~15 months (17th June 2011 to 16th October
2012) of seismological data collected. An overview of the receiver function processing steps
is as follows:
 Download GCF data from ESPD seismometer.
 Convert to MiniSEED format and populate header information.
 Search for earthquakes above magnitude 5.5 and in the distance range 30 to 100°
(see Appendix III for search results).
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Extract east-west, north-south and up/down waveforms in SAC format from
continuous MiniSEED data 30 seconds before and 180 seconds after the theoretical
(IASP91) arrival time of the first P-wave from each earthquake.
Remove instrument response in SAC using published poles and zeros values.
[Test bandpass and polarisation filters for signal:noise improvement and P-arrival
identification.]
Select events with a clear/impulsive P-arrival above the background noise (with and
without a gentle bandpass filter of 0.03-5 Hz) (Fig. 19).
Calculate RFs using the Extended-Time Multi-Taper Receiver Function (ETMTRF)
method (Helffrich, 2006) for a range of maximum frequencies (0.5-2.5 Hz) using a 60
second time window after the P-arrival (window lengths between 30 and 90 seconds
tested).
High-pass (corner frequency 0.1 Hz) filter all RFs to remove long-wavelength noise.
Visually inspect all RFs and select those with a P-arrival on/near to zero time and
without high noise on both radial and tangential components (selection criteria
according to Cornwell et al., 2010).
Correct each RF for source-station distance move-out using the IASP91 Earth
velocity model (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991).
Create un-weighted RF stacks for: i) all array data; ii) individual stations.

Figure 20 – An example of an unfiltered earthquake (left) and a bandpass filtered (0.03-2 Hz)
earthquake recorded by the FIPSE stations.

The visual receiver function quality control yielded a subset of the total 4072 receiver
functions that were calculated from 393 events of 125 receiver functions ranked
“acceptable” or “good” (Cornwell, 2008). A second subset of “acceptable” RFs was chosen
using an automatic selection based upon RF amplitude characteristics (Hetényi, 2007) that
yielded a total of 82 RFs. These are described in Sections 2.6 and 2.7.

2.5. Bandpass, Highpass and Polarisation Filtering
Bandpass filtering of the 3-component (ENZ; i.e. east-west, north-south and up-down) data
was employed to improve the ability to identify the P-arrival of teleseismic earthquakes in
data extracted around predicted P-arrival times (Fig. 20). A 2-way 2-pole bandpass filter was
employed within SAC with corner frequencies of 0.3 and 2 Hz. This was only applied for
phase identification purposes and was not added as part of the RF data processing.
After RF calculation, approximately one third of the receiver functions displayed a long
wavelength characteristic that is common with the ETMTRF (Helffrich, 2006) method,
although the source of this noise is unclear. In order to eliminate this, a 2-way 2-pole high
pass filter was employed within SAC with a corner frequency of 0.1 Hz. The presence of
negative lobes either side of the P-arrival were minimal following this filtering and should
not affect the forward and inverse modelling of the waveforms.
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In an attempt to improve the number of usable receiver functions by suppressing the
ambient noise, we tested a polarisation filter on the raw ENZ earthquake data prior to RF
calculation. To date, utilising the polarisation filter has not proved to be successful and so
we did not apply it as part of the RF processing. More details on the ambient noise
characteristics and polarisation filter testing are in Appendix IV.

2.6. Whole Array Receiver Function Stacks
Individual receiver functions (RFs) calculated and selected following the procedure in Section
2.4 from all twelve stations (IF01-IF12) were corrected for move-out to a ray parameter of
0.06 s/km (~65° epicentral distance) assuming an IASP91 velocity model (Kennett & Engdahl,
1991) and then stacked together with a view to constructing a whole-Faroe Islands crustal
model before examining inter-station variations. This was a necessity because the high noise
environment limited station stacks to typically contain less than 20 ‘acceptable’ and of those
less than 10 ‘good’ RFs. In the following sections we describe the likely phases that are
contained in the receiver function data (Fig. 21) and then highlight differences in the
individual RF station stacks.

Figure 21 - Standard phase nomenclature for identifying direct P-S conversion and multiple phases on
receiver functions using a simple 2-layer Earth model. a) Synthetic receiver functions calculated using
the Ammon (1991) method for two Gaussian ‘a’ values (a=1 and a=2, corresponding to maximum
frequencies of ~0.5 and ~1 Hz). b) The simple 2-layer velocity model used in a) with VP in black and VS
in red (Cornwell, 2008). c) Receiver function phases (after Tomlinson et al., 2003).

Radial component receiver function data were stacked: i) altogether; ii) with respect to
back-azimuth; iii) with respect to epicentral distance; and iv) according to recording station,
for three different maximum frequencies (1.0 Hz, 1.5 Hz and 2.5 Hz), as shown in Figures 2225.
The 1 Hz maximum frequency receiver function stack (Fig. 22) shows a clear positive Parrival peak close to zero time, indicating that there is little evidence for a near-surface lowvelocity layer. It is marginally asymmetric, possibly indicating the presence of interference
with a second positive peak at a time of less than 1.5 seconds. A strongly positive peak
occurs at 3.6 seconds, which is most likely to represent a P-S conversion at the Moho. Again,
this peak is asymmetric and may contain a second interfering positive peak at 2-3 seconds. A
further strong positive peak occurs at 10.3 seconds, which is asymmetric and appears to
interfere with positive amplitudes at ~11-13 seconds. This phase is the likely candidate to be
the reverberated P phase that converts to S at the Moho (PpPs). Up to three negative phases
combine to form negative pulse between the positive peaks at 3.6 and 10.3 seconds the
most negative amplitudes occurring at ~5.5 seconds after the P-arrival. A strongly negative
peak at ~15.5 seconds is the prime candidate to be the Moho reverberated PsPs+PpSs
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phase. Later positive (~17 and ~22 seconds) and negative (~20 and ~24 seconds) phases can
be identified just above the noise threshold.

Figure 22 – All receiver functions from the 12 FIPSE stations with a maximum frequency of 1.0 (left),
1.5 (middle) and 2.5 Hz (right) linearly stacked. The P-arrival is at zero time. The dashed lines mark the
95% confidence limit defined by three times the standard deviation ascertained via bootstrapping
10000 independent stack combinations.

Examining the 1.5 and 2.5 Hz maximum frequency receiver function stacks provides more
detail on the phases that may be concealed in the 1 Hz maximum frequency receiver
function stack. As expected, the P-arrival positive peak is narrower and also reveals a lowamplitude positive peak at ~1 second. At the higher frequencies, the suspected Moho Ps
phase splits into two positive phases with peaks at ~2.5 and ~3.6 seconds. A minor positive
peak also is revealed at ~4.8 seconds. Key sharp negative peaks can now be identified at
~1.7 and ~5.0 seconds with broader negative phases occurring at ~6-7 and ~14-17 seconds.
The suspected Moho PpPs phase remains as a positive peak at 10.3 seconds and is followed
by a smaller amplitude positive peak at ~12 seconds. The later positive (~17 and ~22
seconds) phases are now sharper and are separated by a broad negative region (~19-21
seconds).
2.6.1. Variation With Back-Azimuth
The 1.0 and 2.5 Hz receiver function variation with respect to back-azimuth is shown in Fig.
23. The majority of the events occur within the 0-45° range of back-azimuths with a major
gap in data between 135° and 220°. In the lower frequency data, the P-arrival is clear and at
zero time in all the 25° wide back-azimuth stacks with the large positive peak just after 3
seconds present at most back-azimuths, but deviating to times less than 3 seconds in
western (225-290°) back-azimuth stacks. There is a double negative peak present between 4
and 9 seconds at most back-azimuths followed by a double positive between 10 and 13
seconds. A strong negative at 15-16 seconds follows these phases.
The higher frequency data clearly show a ~2.5 second positive phase at all back-azimuths. A
low amplitude ~4.5 second phase is present at all back-azimuths except the most southern
where it is replaced by a strong negative phase. The prominent positive peak is at a constant
~3.5 seconds except for between back-azimuths of 225° and 290° where is occurs at ~3.2
seconds. The later phases in the high frequency receiver functions are similar to those in the
lower frequency data (Fig. 23).
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Figure 23 – Back-azimuth stacks of all receiver functions from the 12 FIPSE stations with a maximum
frequency of 1.0 (left) and 2.5 Hz (right). Receiver functions are collected into 25° wide bins every 10°,
with the number in each bin printed to the right of each stack. The P-arrival is at zero time.

2.6.2. Variation With Epicentral Distance/Ray Parameter
The 1.0 and 2.5 Hz receiver function variation with respect to epicentral distance is shown in
Fig. 24. The majority of phases detailed in the previous section are clear and at
approximately constant times after moveout correction using the IASP91 Earth velocity
model (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991). The exception is the strong positive phase at ~3.5
seconds, which ‘bends’ to earlier times (1.0 Hz RFs) and is absent (2.5 Hz RFs) at distances
over 90°. We therefore excluded all events that occurred at distances of 90° and greater
from further analyses.
DIST stacks of 125 traces at 12 stations.

DIST stacks of 125 traces at 12 stations.
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Figure 24 – Epicentral distance stacks of all receiver functions from all 12 FIPSE stations with a
maximum frequency of 1.0 (left) and 2.5 Hz (right). Receiver functions are collected into 5° wide bins
every 2.5°, with the number in each bin printed to the right of each stack. The P-arrival is at zero time.

2.7. Individual Station Receiver Function Stacks
Receiver functions were corrected for distance moveout and then stacked according to
recording station (IF01-IF12) for two different maximum frequencies (1 and 2 Hz) (Fig. 25). It
is possible to trace the phases identified in the whole array stacks described in Section 2.6
(Fig. 22), although not in all of the station stacks, with stations IF07 and IF12 particularly
noisy. The 1Hz maximum frequency receiver functions (Fig. 25a) show a positive peak at zero
time, followed by a broad negative region and then a positive peak that is the prime
candidate for the P-S conversion at the Moho discontinuity at 3-4 seconds. This highamplitude positive peak (marked by orange circles in Fig. 25a) is preceded by a lowamplitude positive peak at 2-3 seconds (blue circles in Fig. 25a) at stations IF02, IF04, IF06,
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IF07, IF08 and IF09. There is some evidence for a positive peak around 6 seconds in half of
the stations and strong evidence for ubiquitous positive peaks at both ~10 seconds and ~13
seconds.
The 2 Hz maximum frequency receiver functions (Fig. 25b) reveal a near-surface conversion
or multiple at 0.7-1.0 seconds for stations IF04, IF05, IF06, IF07, IF08 and IF09 (red circles in
Fig. 25b). The low-amplitude positive peak described above (blue circles in Fig. 25a) is now
distinct (blue circles in Fig. 25b) from the later high-amplitude peak (orange circles in Fig.
25b), occurring at ~2.5 seconds in all of the station stacks. The later peak (orange circles in
Fig. 25b) remains at 3-4 seconds and is followed by an occasionally high-amplitude positive
peak at 4.5-5.0 Hz. The later positive phases are similar to those described for the 1 Hz
receiver function station stacks.

a
)

b
)

Figure 25 – Receiver function station stacks for the 12 FIPSE stations with a maximum frequency of 1.0
and 2.0 Hz. Receiver functions are collected into station bins, with the following number in each
station bin: IF01=14; IF02=10; IF03=9; IF04=16; IF05=11; IF06=14; IF07=12; IF08=10; IF09=9; IF10=8;
IF11=8; IF12=4. The P-arrival is at zero time. The coloured circles denote phases that occur in the
majority of the station stacks.
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3. H-κ Stacking
3.1. Approach
The aim of applying H-κ analysis is to obtain a station-by-station estimate of crustal
thickness and bulk crustal VP/VS. We applied the method to the receiver functions deemed
‘good’ and ‘adequate’ for each of the 12 FIPSE stations at different maximum frequencies.
We also use the method to explore the largest amplitude phase after the P-arrival at 3-3.5
seconds and also the ubiquitous phase at ~2.5 seconds to help identify energy on the RFs
that represents their multiples.

3.2. Method
The H-κ stacking method (Zhu & Kanamori, 2000) was applied to stacks of the calculated
receiver function to produce estimates of crustal thickness (H) and average crustal VP/VS (κ).
This technique stacks the amplitude of each RF at the predicted arrival times of Ps, PpPs and
PpSs+PsPs (see Fig. 21 for RF phase nomenclature) for multiple values of H and VP/VS in a
grid search to find a maximum stacked amplitude, which should correspond to the crustal
thickness and VP/VS sampled by the stacked RFs. An average P-wave velocity for the crust of
6.5 km/s was applied to all stacking calculations, close to the average crustal VP values from
previous crustal velocity models of the Faroe Islands.
The method assumes that the crust consists of a single constant velocity layer and will
therefore break down in the presence of a sizable high-velocity lower crustal layer, an
observation of which could provide indirect evidence for the existence of such a layer.

3.3. H-κ Analysis With A High-Velocity (VP>7.2 km/s) Lower Crustal Layer
If a high-VP (>7.2 km/s) lower crustal layer is suspected, the H-κ stacking method may be
used to find either: i) the average crustal VP/VS and crustal thickness above it; or ii) the
average crustal VP/VS and crustal thickness including the layer. In addition to a double Ps
phase, the presence of the extra crustal layer will create two PpPs and PsPs+PpSs phases
that may stack constructively and produce false maxima in H-κ space. An H-κ estimate
should therefore only be considered reliable if the maximum H-κ stack amplitude is found
from the weighted sum of phase amplitudes from the same horizon. Receiver functions
without sufficient bandwidth to show separate converted and/or multiple phases indicative
of a lower crustal layer may produce unreliable H-κ stacking results. We investigate and
allow for this effect by performing H-κ analysis on stacked RFs with maximum frequencies of
1.0, 1.5 and 2.5 Hz and pay particular attention to secondary maxima that may indicate the
presence of a high-velocity lower crustal layer (Cornwell et al., 2010).

3.4. All Data H-κ Stacking Results
Analysing the entire RF dataset using H-κ stacking gives an indication of the overall Faroe
Islands crustal thickness and bulk VP/VS. We visually inspected and then performed the H-κ
grid search using 122 receiver functions with maximum frequencies of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.5 Hz.
The results show that the overall crustal thickness and bulk VP/VS across the Faroe Islands is
29.2±3.3 km and 1.78±0.14 (FMAX=1.0 Hz), 29.4±2.4 km and 1.76±0.09 (FMAX=1.5 Hz) and
29.4±2.4 km and 1.76±0.09 (FMAX=2.5 Hz) (Fig. 26).
These results are consistent across the frequency bands sampled and similar to previous H-κ
stacking results on the Faroe Islands of 29-32 km thick crust with an average VP/VS of 1.78
(Harland et al., 2009). The results, however, do not produce ‘bulls-eye’ maxima indicating
that stacking the receiver functions across the large area has produced deconstructive
interference of the crustal RF phases, providing evidence that the first order crustal
structure varies across the Faroe Islands. Further evidence of crustal structure complexity is
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apparent in the stacked RFs where positive and negative phases exist away from the Ps,
PpPs and PsPs+PpSs phase times of the best H-κ stacking solution, particularly at ~2.5 and
~10 seconds after the P-arrival (Fig. 26).

Figure 26 – H-κ stacking analysis using the entire receiver function dataset at maximum frequencies of
1.0 Hz (left), 1.5 Hz (middle) and 2.5 Hz (right). The station label IF13 denotes the entire dataset. In
each panel the top trace shows the stacked receiver functions (122) and the vertical lines mark the Ps
(leftmost), PpPs (centre) and PpSs+PsPs (rightmost) times from the best solution (shown by a white
circle in the bottom panels). The black box shows the region of H-κ space that is deemed geologically
reasonable (H=25-35 km; κ = 1.67-1.85) from which the final solution is chosen.

3.5. Single Station H-κ Stacking Results
We performed single station H-κ stacking analysis on receiver functions recorded at all 12
FIPSE stations at three different maximum frequencies, (1.0, 1.5 and 2.5 Hz). An average
crustal P-wave velocity of 6.5 km/s and stacking weightings of Ps=0.6, PpPs=0.3 and
PpSs+PsPs=0.1 were used for all analyses (Zhu & Kanamori, 2001). We limited the H-κ
stacking results to geologically reasonable ranges of crustal thickness (25-35 km) and
average VP/VS (1.67-1.85) based upon previous geophysical experiments on Faroese crustal
structure (see Section 1.5). The overall quality of the analysis is variable, due to the high
noise levels and few receiver functions recorded at some stations due to equipment failure.
The H-κ stacking results are presented in a summary table (Table 5) and map (Fig. 27).
Individual results for stations IF01, IF02 and IF03 are shown in Figure 28, stations IF04, IF05
and IF06 are shown in Figure 29, stations IF07, IF08 and IF09 are shown in Figure 30 and
stations IF10, IF11 and IF12 are shown in Figure 31.
Station IF01 produced consistent H-κ stacking results across all frequency receiver functions
due to a clear PpPs phase. A secondary maximum at approximately κ=1.75 and H=30 km is
present as a result of the Moho Ps phase splitting into two at high frequencies. Station IF02
also produced consistent results, with the method extracting a good result despite the large
amplitude phases between 2.5 and 6.0 seconds. Station IF03 again had consistent results
across all frequencies, helped by high-amplitude Ps and PsPs+PpSs phases (Fig. 28).
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Station IF04 only produced an H-κ stacking result for the lowest frequency RFs as a largeamplitude phase at ~2.5 seconds contaminated the H-κ space, although a maximum at
approximately κ=1.67 and H=33 km was found. Station IF05 produced consistent results, but
were less convincing at higher frequencies due to the absence of clear multiple phases, with
a secondary maximum at approximately κ=1.83 and H=27 km. Station IF06 again produced
consistent H-κ stacking results with convincing Ps, PpPs, and PsPs+PpSs phases found by the
analysis (secondary maximum at approximately κ=1.83 and H=27 km) (Fig. 29).
VP=6.5 km/s
Station
IF01
IF02
IF03
IF04
IF05
IF06
IF07
IF08
IF09
IF10
IF11
IF12
ALL DATA

1.0 Hz
H (km)
27.7±1.8
30.1±1.3
29.4±1.9
32.4±2.3
32.5±2.3
32.5±1.8
25.0±1.6
32.7±2.9
29.3±1.5
25.0±1.8
26.7±1.9
29.2±1.6
29.2±3.3

κ
1.77±0.11
1.72±0.08
1.78±0.10
1.70±0.11
1.70±0.09
1.73±0.09
1.73±0.15
1.78±0.16
1.81±0.08
1.85±0.11
1.85±0.09
1.67±0.08
1.78±0.14

1.5 Hz
H (km)
27.0±1.2
29.6±1.4
29.1±1.7
25.2±1.4
32.9±1.7
33.0±1.4
25.6±1.3
25.0±1.6
29.8±1.3
28.6±1.4
26.9±1.6
29.4±1.7
29.4±2.4

κ
1.78±0.07
1.77±0.05
1.79±0.08
1.85±0.08
1.67±0.07
1.71±0.06
1.83±0.09
1.67±0.12
1.78±0.07
1.79±0.08
1.85±0.07
1.70±0.08
1.76±0.09

2.5 Hz
H (km)
26.5±0.9
29.6±1.2
29.2±1.1
25.2±1.4
32.8±1.0
33.0±1.4
25.6±1.3
25.0±1.4
29.9±1.0
28.9±0.9
26.9±1.6
30.3±1.1
29.4±2.4

κ
1.81±0.05
1.77±0.05
1.79±0.06
1.85±0.08
1.68±0.05
1.71±0.06
1.83±0.09
1.67±0.12
1.79±0.06
1.77±0.06
1.85±0.07
1.68±0.05
1.76±0.09

Table 5 – Summary of the single station H-κ stacking analyses using receiver functions with maximum
frequencies of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.5 Hz. Greyed results are of poor quality, due to either noisy data or lack of
a geologically reasonable maximum in the H-κ grid search. Full H-κ results are shown in Figures 28-31.

Station IF07 did not produce any acceptable results due to noisy data; there were similar
maxima to stations IF05 and IF06 present in the higher frequency H-κ space. Station IF08 had
clear maxima at approximately κ=1.78 and H=33 km on all frequency H-κ analyses but only
the lowest frequency selected this as the global maximum. There are two clear positive
peaks at ~10 seconds and ~13 seconds, if the former is stacked as the Moho PpPs phase it
produces geologically unreasonable bulk crustal VP/VS (<1.65). Station IF09 produced
consistent H-κ stacking results with convincing Ps, PpPs, and PsPs+PpSs phases found by the
analysis (no secondary maxima) (Fig. 30).
Station IF10 was slightly more noisy than previous stations and produced an H-κ stacking
result for the highest two frequencies as a large-amplitude positive phase at ~10 seconds
dominated the H-κ space. Maxima at approximately κ=1.78 and H=29 km were found at all
frequencies. Station IF11 was not able to produce any geologically reasonable H-κ stacking
results, most likely due to insufficient receiver functions to improve the signal-to-noise.
Station IF12 had a higher than normal noise level, but produced consistent results from all
frequency RFs analysed (Fig. 31).
Examining the map of H-κ stacking results shows a clear pattern, with the thickest crust
found in the northwestern parts of the Faroe Islands (32-33 km). The thinnest crust appears
to be in the most northerly region (27 km), whilst elsewhere it appears that the crust has a
uniform thickness of 29-30 km. Bulk crustal VP/VS are a little harder to interpret with no clear
pattern; the lowest VP/VS values (1.69) were found in the most southerly and westerly parts
whereas the highest VP/VS values (1.78-1.79) occur in central and northern parts of the Faroe
Islands (Fig. 27).
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Figure 27 – Summary map of the Faroe Islands showing H-κ stacking results (crustal thickness in km
and bulk crustal VP/VS) for each FIPSE station (white) and those published by Harland et al., 2009
(orange).
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Figure 28 – H-κ stacking results for stations IF01, IF02 and iF03 (see Fig. 26 for explanation).
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Figure 29 – H-κ stacking results for stations IF04, IF05 and iF06 (see Fig. 26 for explanation).
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Figure 30 – H-κ stacking results for stations IF07, IF08 and iF09 (see Fig. 26 for explanation).
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Figure 31 – H-κ stacking results for stations IF10, IF11 and iF12 (see Fig. 26 for explanation).
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4. Synthetic Forward Modelling
4.1. Approach
We used synthetic receiver functions to: 1) examine the effect on receiver functions of
Faroese flood basalts; 2) investigate whether the modelled Earth structure from nearby
offshore seismic refraction and reflection experiments can explain and is consistent with the
onshore observed receiver functions; and 3) help identify which subsurface discontinuity
each of the observed receiver function phases may have originated from.

4.2. Method
We calculated synthetic receiver functions using respknt and pwaveqn codes written by Tom
Owens, George Randall and Chuck Ammon (e.g. Owens, 1987; Randall, 1989; Ammon, 1991)
available at http://eqseis.geosc.psu.edu/~cammon/HTML/RftnDocs/thecodes01.html. The
synthetic receiver functions were created from a multi-layered model using the reflectivity
method (Kennett, 1983) and receiver functions were calculated using the frequency domain
division with a water level method (Langston, 1979).

4.3. Comparing Different Calculation Methods
The ETMTRF method (Helffrich, 2006) used to calculate the observed receiver functions is an
updated but comparable approach to calculating receiver functions by spectral division, but
is more effective in suppressing noise (e.g. Park & Levin, 2000). We utilised the ability to
create synthetic receiver functions using both these methods in RFTool
(http://www1.gly.bris.ac.uk/~george/rftool.html) as an independent check that the two
methods produce comparable receiver functions and we found that the waveforms differed
little from identical input models (Fig. 32).

Figure 32 - Synthetic receiver functions with a maximum frequency of 1.5 Hz calculated using the
spectral division with water level (left) and extended time multi-taper (right) approaches using the
same velocity model. Note the similarity in all phases and their amplitudes. See text for details and
references.

4.4. Attenuation
Measurements of seismic quality factor (Q) show that attenuation is high with low Q values
(typically Q=15-35 but locally up to ~100) within basalt sequences on the Faroe Islands
(Christie et al., 2006; Shaw et al., 2008) at VSP (~33 Hz) and well logging frequencies (~23
kHz) (Waagstein & Andersen, 2003; Shaw, 2006; Petersen et al., 2012). Assuming that
frequency-independent attenuation continues down to typical crustal receiver function
frequencies (0.5-3.0 Hz), these low-Q values will reduce the amplitudes of direct P-arrival
and P-S converted arrivals but will severely reduce the multiple energy that has been
reverberated at the Earth’s surface (e.g. the PpPs phase), as it will have to pass through
twice and be attenuated each time it travelled through the low-Q basalt sequences.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to include the effects of attenuation when performing the
receiver function synthetic modelling using the respknt and pwaveqn codes. This is an area
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of the synthetic modelling that can be improved in the future with access to forward
modelling synthetic code that can take layer Q into account. As a result of using the respknt
code, a significant difference in the amplitudes of the synthetic and observed receiver
functions is therefore to be expected and therefore more emphasis was placed: i) on the
timing of phases rather than their amplitudes; and ii) P-S converted phases rather than their
multiples.

4.5. Effects of the Faroe Islands Basalts on Receiver Functions
In order to assess the effects of the presence of a thick pile of flood basalt flows and interbed sediments on the receiver functions that are recorded at the FIPSE stations, we utilised
the wireline log measurements from the Lopra-1/1A well and created synthetic receiver
functions from simplified versions of them. We then added a layer beneath the basalt and
varied its properties to observe how this affects the receiver functions to help interpret the
calculated receiver functions from Section 2.
The logged VP, VS and density values recorded in Lopra-1/1A (Fig. 11) were down-sampled
according to the major reflective discontinuities identified by VSP analysis (Fig. 12) to
produce 5 distinct layers with properties as shown in Table 6. This velocity and density
model was then used to create the synthetic receiver function in Figure 19
Layer Thickness
(km)

P-wave velocity
(km/s)

S-wave velocity
(km/s)

Density Lithology
(kg/m3)

1

0.70

5.2

2.7

2.75

Basalt flows

2

0.35

6.3

3.3

2.85

Dolerite sills

3

1.55

5.6

3.1

2.80

Basalt flows

4

0.40

4.9

2.6

2.70

Hyaloclastite without
basalt beds
5
0.60
5.2
2.8
2.75
Hyaloclastite with basalt
beds
6
0.30
4.8
2.7
2.75
Hyaloclastite without
basalt beds
7
∞
5.0
2.8
2.66
Hyaloclastite with minor
basalt beds
Table 6 – Velocity and density parameters for the 5 main layers described in the Lopra-1/1A borehole
that were used to examine the effect on the Faroese basalt sequences on receiver functions.

Figure 33 - Synthetic 2 Hz receiver function (left) from a basalt velocity model (right) derived from the
Lopra-1/1A well log measurements. P- and S-wave velocities are shown for the basalt velocity model
stated in Table 6.
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The synthetic receiver function has low-amplitude energy within the first ~2.5 seconds
corresponding to the flood basalt sequence layers sampled in the Lopra 1/1A borehole. The
largest positive phase is at 1.8 sec and other phases at 1.0 and 2.2 seconds. The typically
large P-S conversions from the transition to crystalline basement and at the Moho are
absent here and are included in the next section.
Interpretation of VSP data from the Lopra-1/1A borehole shows evidence for a decrease in
impedance at a depth of ~3.7 km (Fig. 12). We therefore test different scenarios of subborehole maximum depth lithologies that are representative of: i) low-velocity sedimentary
sequences; and ii) crystalline basement. In each case we calculate the effect upon the
synthetic receiver functions (Fig. 34) and then compare these results to the measured
receiver function at station IF12, situated ~5 km southeast of the Lopra-1/1A well (Fig. 35).
Figure 34 shows synthetic receiver functions constructed using the Lopra-1/1A velocity and
density measurements with a low velocity layer underneath. Below the low velocity layer is
a standard continental crust (VP=6.25, VS=3.60 km/s and density=2830 kg/m3) to a Moho at a
depth of ~28 km. A mantle half-space completes the model (VP=8.04, VS=4.64 km/s and
density=3250 kg/m3).
Comparing the three synthetic RFs shows that they are very similar, with only a significant
change in amplitude of the phase at ~2.5 seconds after P (lowest amplitude when the
velocity of the sub-basalt layer is highest). The positive phase at ~1 seconds and negative
phase at ~4 seconds also decrease as the velocity of the sub-basalt layer increases. This
confirms that these two phases are primarily caused by P-S conversions and first-order
multiples from the top of the crystalline basement.
It may be possible to model the amplitudes of both the ~1 (Ps) and ~2.5 (PpPs) second
positive phase to gain an understanding of the acoustic impedance range possible for the
discontinuity that it arises from (and so derive the properties of the sub-basalt layer
assuming standard basement characteristics). However, we would need to take the
attenuation characteristics into account to achieve this. Furthermore, interference with
multiple phases originating from seismic discontinuities that are overlooked in our simplified
basalt sequence model may modify the phase amplitudes, increasing them through
constructive interference and decreasing them through destructive interference.

Figure 34 – Comparing sub-basalt sediment velocity models with different VP and VS parameters. Note
that the amplitude of positive phase at ~2.5 seconds and the negative phase at ~4 seconds are
strongly dependent on the velocity of the sub-basalt layer. The panel on the right shows P- and S-wave
velocities of each model.
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Comparing synthetic receiver functions calculated from: i) basalt underlain by sediment
model; and ii) basalt underlain by basement model with the observed receiver function stack
from station IF12 shows that the former provides a better (visual) fit (Fig. 35). In this case,
we added a 1.3 km thick layer (VP=5.01, VS=2.78 km/s and density=2660 kg/m3) beneath the
basalt sequence in Table 6, with a continental crust (VP=6.25, VS=3.60 km/s and
density=2830 kg/m3) and mantle half-space (VP=8.04, VS=4.64 km/s and density=3250 kg/m3).
We compare the resulting synthetic RF with one calculated without the extra layer.

Figure 35 – Comparing best-fitting sub-basalt sediment (bottom in the left panel and red in the right
panel) and no sub-basalt sediment (top in the left panel and black in the right panel) velocity models
with the observed receiver function stack at station IF12 (Froðba, the nearest station to the Lopra1/1A well location) (middle in the left panel). The panel on the right shows P- and S-wave velocities of
each best-fitting (visually-assessed) model (with sub-basalt sediments=red; without sub-basalt
sediments=black).

The synthetic RF without the extra layer matches the timing of Moho Ps and its multiple
PpPs at 3.5 and 12 seconds, respectively, but fits poorly the phases between the P-arrival
and the Moho Ps. The synthetic RF with the extended low-velocity sub-basalt layer fits the
double peak between 2 and 3.5 seconds much better and also the negative Moho PsPs+PpPs
phase at ~13 seconds is better matched. The minor phases at ~1-2 seconds are fit less well,
as is the overall negative between 1 and 2 seconds in the observed IF12 RF station stack (Fig.
35).

4.6. Synthetic Receiver Functions from Wide-Angle Seismic Models
We explored nearby a priori information to predict the major features of our observed RFs
from the FIPSE array. We chose two seismic reflection/wide angle refraction models that are
located close to the Faroe Islands to create three 1D VP, VS and density profiles (Fig. 36).
Synthetic receiver functions were calculated using the reflectivity method (Kennett, 1983)
and similar processing parameters to those for the observed RFs were used (i.e., a Gaussian
width corresponding to maximum frequencies of 1, 2 and 3 Hz; a water level value of 0.001;
and a fixed ray parameter of 0.06 s/km). Here we show only the 2 Hz maximum frequency
synthetic receiver functions. Exploring the RFs calculated from the 1D models is important
because they will form the basis of the starting models when inverting the RFs for S-wave
velocity structure beneath each station (Section 5) and their characteristics are detailed
below.
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Figure 36 – The left image shows the locations of Profile 1 and FAST (see Fig. 9 for the seismic profiles);
the two seismic lines used to create 1D velocity vs. depth models for synthetic receiver function
calculation. The right image shows the VP (bold lines) and VS (fine lines) characteristics of the FAST
“Faroe Islands” (black), FAST “50 km East of Faroe Islands” (red) (Richardson et al., 1999) and at ~20
km along Profile 1 (blue) (Raum et al., 2005).

The 1D model extracted from the FAST seismic line termed “Faroe Islands” (and coloured
black in Figs. 36 and 37) contains a 4 km-thick basalt layer at the surface. This rests upon a
6.0 km/s layer interpreted as basement with velocities modified by weathering, igneous
intrusion or emplacement of tuffs (Richardson et al., 1999). A 6.3 km/s upper crust lies atop
a 6.9 km/s lower crust that is separated from the upper mantle by a layer interpreted as
igneous underplate with a velocity of 7.3-7.5 km/s (Richardson et al., 1999). The Moho may
be either at the upper (crustal thickness≈31 km) or lower (crustal thickness≈42 km)
boundary of this layer (Richardson et al., 1998). S-wave velocities were calculated from Pwave data for each model using VP/VS values in Table 2)
The 1D models derived from the FAST seismic line at “50 km East of the Faroe Islands”
(coloured red in Figs. 36 and 37) and from the Profile 1 seismic line (coloured blue in Figs. 36
and 37) exhibit a very similar crustal structure. A thin low-velocity sedimentary layer (0.25
km thick and VP=1.75 km/s) covers a 2.5 km-thick basalt layer where VP=4.9-5.0 km/s. Profile
1 has an extra 0.5 km-thick layer of intrusive rocks (sills) beneath the basalt layer (VP=5.4
km/s). A 2.8 km-thick, low-velocity (VP=4.1-4.2 km/s) layer that probably represents
sedimentary sequences is present in both models directly below the igneous layer(s). Below
the low-velocity layer, the FAST “50 km East of the Faroe Islands” model has an 8.3 km-thick
upper crust (VP=6.1 km/s) above a 9 km-thick lower crust (VP=6.8 km/s) whereas the Profile
1 model has a 3.7 km-thick upper crust (VP=6.1 km/s) above a 14.5 km-thick lower crust
(VP=6.9 km/s). For both models, these layer sum to produce a crustal thickness of 23-24 km
(Raum et al., 2005; Richardson et al., 1999).
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Figure 37 – Synthetic receiver functions with maximum frequency of 2 Hz calculated using the velocity
models shown in Fig. 23. Velocity models used are FAST “Faroe Islands” (black), FAST “50 km East of
Faroe Islands” (red) (Richardson et al., 1999) and at ~20 km along Profile 1 (blue) (Raum et al., 2005).

In the synthetic receiver function calculated from the FAST “Faroe Islands” 1D model (Fig.
37), the base of the basalt causes a positive P-S conversion peak at ~0.8 seconds after the Parrival. Its first-order multiples (a packet of positive followed by negative energy) occur at 23 seconds and interfere with the expected positive peak of P-S converted energy from
upper/lower crust boundary at a depth of ~20 km. The positive and negative multiple
corresponding to this boundary are at 8.2 and 10.5 seconds, respectively. Positive peaks due
to P-S conversions at the top and base of the ‘underplate’ layer are at 3.8 and 4.6 seconds,
respectively, and their associated multiples occur after 12 seconds.
The synthetic RFs calculated from the FAST seismic line at “50 km East of the Faroe Islands”
and from the Profile 1 seismic line models are similar but show discrepancies in amplitude
and timing of the key converted phases and their first-order multiples that highlight the
subtle differences between the two crustal velocity models (Fig. 37). The P-arrival is offset
from zero time; the thin, low-velocity layer near to the surface causes this because it is
below the resolution of the 2 Hz RF. The negative lobe centred on ~1 second after zero time
is caused by the low velocity sediment layer and is partly disturbed by the first part of the
multiple energy associated with the P-S conversion at the base of the topmost layer.
The positive peak at ~1.6 seconds (Profile 1 – blue) and ~2.1 seconds (FAST – red)
corresponds to P-S converted energy at the upper/lower crust boundary at depths of ~10 km
(Profile 1 – blue) and ~14 km (FAST – red). This phase interferes constructively (Profile 1 –
blue) or destructively (FAST – red) with the first-order and short-path (‘trapped-wave’)
multiple phases from the strong near-surface acoustic impedance boundary. The Ps Moho
conversion produces a strong peak at ~3.5 seconds for both models, followed by a long
period of multiple (PpPs) energy originating from the mid-crust discontinuity in each model.
The first-order and shorter-path multiple energy associated with the Moho P-S conversion
arrives between 10 and 15 seconds after zero time.
Comparing these three different crustal models show that low-velocity sediments at the
surface and beneath a basalt layer have a large effect on the RFs calculated from them,
resulting in a high-amplitude “ringing” receiver function. High-amplitude converted and
multiple phases that may interfere with the Moho P-S conversion are key when forward and
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inverse modelling the observed RFs. It should be possible to identify and model the Moho
conversion as long as there is a large acoustic impedance contrast at the Moho, however, if
a high-velocity igneous intruded or ‘underplated’ lower crust is present, its upper and lower
boundaries will represent smaller acoustic impedance contrasts and may be masked by
destructive and/or constructive interference with multiple phase energy. Finally, it is worth
noting that it is possible to produce a phase at ~2.5 seconds with a similar amplitude from
the two different FAST (red and black in Figs. 36 and 37) velocity models that do not show
any coincident depths of discontinuities in the upper crust. In the next section we invert the
recorded stacks of receiver functions for crustal S-wave velocity structure.
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5. Neighbourhood Algorithm Inversion
5.1. Overview
The inversion of receiver functions for Earth velocity structure beneath a seismic station is
complex and yields non-unique results that are usually described in terms of a misfit value
(or function) when compared with the input data. The inversion attempts to find a global
minimum in a multi-dimensional parameter space which represents the model that gives the
best fit between the synthetic receiver function generated from that model and the real
data receiver function. Sambridge (1999a, b) introduced the Neighbourhood Algorithm (NA)
(http://rses.anu.edu.au/~malcolm/na/na.html) as a direct search method for non-linear
inversion. It was designed to handle inversion problems where the relationship between the
observable (data) and the unknowns (model parameters) is non-linear and complex
(containing multiple dimensions), such as the fitting of receiver functions for Earth velocity
structure. The NA package has previously been successfully applied to receiver function
studies (e.g. Frederiksen et al., 2003; Reading and Kennett, 2003; Bannister et al., 2007).

5.2. Inversion and Model Setup
The model space was defined (i.e. the P- and S-wave velocity (VP and VS), P- and S-wave
quality factor (QP and QS), density (σ) and thickness range of each layer) along with the
number of initial samples (Ni), the number of models generated at each iteration (Ns), the
number of Voronoi cells resampled at each iteration (Nr) and the number of iterations (I). Ns
and Nr represent the control parameters for the NA search and can be tuned to either
perform an exploration of the wider parameter space (a slow inversion that will be robust
against local minima but will require lot of iterations to converge, larger Ns and Nr) or an
exploitation of the previous samples (a fast inversion that requires considerably less
iterations to converge but may find local minima due to reduced sampling of the parameter
space, smaller Ns and Nr), depending on computational time available. The receiver function
inversion output is a file containing all velocity models, together with the observed and
predicted receiver functions from the best-fit velocity profile. After comprehensive testing,
we performed neighbourhood algorithm inversions with I=5001, Nr=13 and Ns=13. These
parameters translate into a medium exploration of the parameter space and each inversion
sampled 65026 models in approximately 13 minutes using a random starting model and
approximately 40 minutes using an output from a previous inversion as a starting model
(using an iMac 2.93 GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 with 16 Gb of RAM).

5.3. All Data Inversion Results
We performed NA inversion on stacks of all the FIPSE receiver functions (Fig. 22) to explore
the possible Earth velocity models that could represent the ‘average’ or ‘1D’ Faroe Islands
crustal structure. We used a random starting model for each inversion and defined a 28dimension parameter space to search based on the velocity model of Profile 2 (Raum et al.,
2005) but also constrained by the other apriori geophysical information described in Section
1.5 (Table 7). We included both a low-velocity (i.e. sedimentary) sub-basalt layer and a lower
crustal high velocity (i.e. intruded by igneous material) layer but set a minimum thickness of
1 km so that if each layer is not required it will not have a large affect on the inversion. We
also use a two-layer near-surface basalt configuration to allow for sills that may underlie the
surface basalt layer (Raum et al., 2005).
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Table 7 – Parameterisation of 28-dimension model space to be searched by the Neighbourhood
Algorithm receiver function inversion. Note that the Q-factors were not inverted for and were constant
(italicised).
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Figure 38 - Neighbourhood algorithm receiver function inversion best S-wave velocity models for the
entire FIPSE receiver function dataset stack at three different maximum frequencies: 1 Hz (left); 1.5 Hz
(centre); and 2.5 Hz (right). A random starting model was used and the results are compared to the
velocity model of Profile 2 (Raum et al., 2005) (S-wave velocity and VP/VS is shown as a blue line). The
best 1000 models are shown in yellow and green with the overall best model as a red line. The rest of
the total 65026 models are shown in grey with the parameter space explored bounded by black lines
(Table 7). The lower panels compare each recorded RF stack with the corresponding synthetic RF
calculated from the best model.
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1.0 Hz

1.5 Hz

2.5 Hz

Figure 39 - NA result best model layer parameters in columns: layer number; layer thickness (km);
(depth) (km); VS at the top of the layer (km/s); V S at the base of the layer (km/s); layer VP/VS; P-wave
seismic quality factor (fixed); S-wave seismic quality factor (fixed).

Inverting the entire RF dataset as a single stack gives an indication of a 1-D Faroe Islands
crustal S-wave velocity structure. We inverted the stack of 122 receiver functions with
maximum frequencies of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.5 Hz. The best models for the three different
frequency bands favour a model with two-step basalt layer that is 4.3-5.1 km thick (Figs. 38
& 39). The S-wave velocities were found to be near identical in the two basalt layers at ~2.7
and ~3.0 km/s. A sub-basalt low velocity layer is not required in any of the best models,
however, it is clear from examining the best 1000 models (out of a total 65026 models) that
the velocity structure in the uppermost ~5 km is poorly constrained, with a low S-wave
velocity layer being preferred in a significant number of them. With or without a low S-wave
velocity layer, the top basement is well constrained to be between depths of 4.0 and 5.5 km
and at depth of 4.3-5.1 km in the best models for the three frequencies of RF data. The
upper, mid and lower crust layers are similar for all three best models, with thicknesses of
8.3-8.8, 13.8-14.5 and 7.1-8.2 km, respectively, and S-wave velocities of 3.51-3.68, 3.72-3.95
and 3.91-4.29 km/s, respectively. Moho depths are also similar and were 31.4, 30.2 and 29.9
km for the 1.0, 1.5 and 2.5 Hz receiver function inversion, respectively (Figs. 38 & 39).

5.4. Single Station Inversion Results
We inverted the single station receiver function stacks for S-wave velocity, thickness and
VP/VS for 7 layers (Table 7) to examine variations in crustal structure beneath the Faroe
Islands. The quality of the receiver function station stacks varies depending on the level of
noise at the station and by number of receiver functions available to stack in order to
increase the signal-to-noise. For instance, station IF07 is particularly noisy due to its high
elevation and proximity to a main road and stations IF11 and IF12 suffered seismometer
instrument failure and therefore recorded fewer earthquakes for receiver functions. The
goodness of fit of the synthetic receiver function calculated from the best model found by
the inversion procedure to the observed receiver function station stack was assessed
through visual inspection of the amplitudes and timings of the key phases described
elsewhere in this report. We found that “good” inversion results coincided with inversion
misfit values of <0.15, which includes the results for stations IF01, IF04, IF05, IF06, IF08 and
IF09.
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When comparing the inversion results of these six stations, the consistent characteristics are
similar to those observed for the all-data stack inversions described in the previous section.
The topmost layers form a two-layered basalt sequence (where the layers are typically of
similar thickness) with S-wave velocities of ~2.7 and ~3.0 km/s and thicknesses totalling 3.95.9 km. The upper and mid crustal layers are similar for all these “good” results, with
average S-wave velocities of ~3.7 km/s and VP/VS values of ~1.70. Below these crustal layers
is a high velocity lower crust that increases in velocity in a gradational manner in every one
of the six “good” inversion results (S-wave velocities of the lower crustal layer are 2.7~3.0
km/s). The thickness of this layer varies greatly from station to station (IF01=2.2 km;
IF04=7.0 km; IF05=8.1 km; IF06=9.9 km; IF08=8.9 km; IF09=6.2 km), with the thickest
instances of this layer modelled beneath the three stations situated in western Faroe Islands
(IF05, IF06 and IF08). The inversion also favoured VP/VS values of >1.85 for this layer. The
crustal thicknesses varied between 27 and 33 km, with the thickest crust found beneath
westernmost stations (IF05=31 km, IF06=32 km and IF08=33 km) and thinnest crust beneath
northern stations (IF01=28 km and IF04=27 km).
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Figure 40 – Neighbourhood algorithm receiver function inversion best S-wave velocity models for
individual FIPSE receiver function stacks at a maximum frequency of 1.5 Hz (continued). A random
starting model was used and the results are compared to the velocity model of Profile 2 (Raum et al.,
2005) (S-wave velocity and VP/VS is shown as a blue line). The best 1000 models are shown in yellow
and green with the overall best model as a red line. The rest of the total 65026 models are shown in
grey with the parameter space explored bounded by black lines (Table 7). The lower panels compare
each recorded RF stack with the corresponding synthetic RF calculated from the best model.
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Figure 41 – Neighbourhood algorithm receiver function inversion best S-wave velocity models for
individual FIPSE receiver function stacks at a maximum frequency of 1.5 Hz. A random starting model
was used and the results are compared to the velocity model of Profile 2 (Raum et al., 2005) (S-wave
velocity and VP/VS is shown as a blue line). The best 1000 models are shown in yellow and green with
the overall best model as a red line. The rest of the total 65026 models are shown in grey with the
parameter space explored bounded by black lines (Table 7). The lower panels compare each recorded
RF stack with the corresponding synthetic RF calculated from the best model.
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5.5. Inversion Dependence On Starting Model and Search Parameter Space
We performed tests to assess the degree to which the starting model and search parameter
space affect the inversion results. We performed and examined these tests on all receiver
function station stacks at three frequency bands but just show station IF06 at either 1.5 Hz
or 2.5 Hz here, as examples of these tests. We compared starting the inversion from a
random starting model with starting the inversion from the best velocity model found using
the all-data RF inversion (Fig. 38). We found that there is minimal difference for this and all
other station/frequency combinations and so conclude that the inversion result is
independent of the starting model (Fig. 42). Since performing the inversion from a previous
inversion best model takes approximately four times as long, we will perform all future
inversions from a random starting model.
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Figure 42 – Neighbourhood algorithm receiver function inversion best S-wave velocity models for
station IF06 receiver function stack at a maximum frequency of 1.5 Hz. This figure compares starting
the inversion from a random starting model (left and upper right panels) and starting the inversion
from the best velocity model found using the all-data RF inversion shown in Fig. 38 (centre and bottom
left panels). There is little difference between the best models and data fit indicating that the inversion
result is independent of the starting model.

In a second test we explored the robustness of the inversion result in light of the number
and velocity parameterisation of the top two basalt layers in the searched parameter space
(Table 7). We adapted this parameter space to allow the second layer to be a lower velocity
to test whether we could find the hyaloclastite layer as described in the Lopra-1/1A
borehole log reports (Christie et al., 2006) (Table 8). We find that the inversion result (Fig.
43) is worse in terms of misfit value (0.089 compared to 0.066) and the amplitudes of the
~2.5 second and later phases are much higher than those in the observed RF (Fig. 43). The
amplitude of the phase at ~0.8 seconds (basement Ps), however, is matched better in this
adapted inversion result.
In a third test we further modified the parameter space to force at least 3 kilometres of layer
1 to be included in all the models (Table 9). We did this to include the >3 km of basalt
sequences sampled by the Lopra-1/1A well and the expectation that the basalt pile was
thicker than 3 km elsewhere across the Faroe Islands (e.g. Passey & Jolley, 2009). We find
that the inversion result (Fig. 44) is almost identical in terms of misfit value (0.069 compared
to 0.066) and the amplitudes are also similar (Fig. 44). The second and third layers have a
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much lower velocity and the gradational high-velocity lower crust extends over 3 km rather
than 7 km, with a much lower VP/VS (1.75 compared to 1.90).
In conclusion, these tests indicate that the inversion is unable to constrain the properties of
layers 1-3 (basalt-basalt-sediment) but consistently constrains the depth of the basement
and Moho discontinuities regardless of supra-basement layer parameterisation.
Furthermore, a gradational high-velocity lower crust is present by the inversion best fitting
models in all cases.
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Table 8 – Amended parameterisation of 28-dimension model space to be searched by the
Neighbourhood Algorithm receiver function inversion. Note that the Q-factors were not inverted for
and were constant (italicised). The second layer was changed to allow for lower velocities to be
included in the inversion (bold).
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Figure 43 – Neighbourhood algorithm receiver function inversion best S-wave velocity models for
station IF06 receiver function stack at a maximum frequency of 2.5 Hz. This figure compares an
inversion (from a random starting model) allowing two high-velocity (VP>5 km/s) basalt layers (left
and upper right panels) and allowing two basalt layers with the upper layer high-velocity (VP>5 km/s)
and the lower basalt layer can be a lower velocity (centre and bottom left panels) (Table 8). The latter
configuration of parameter space allows for a slightly better fit for the best fitting model but the subbasement properties are similar within the best 1000 models (out of 65026).
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Table 9 – Amended parameterisation of 28-dimension model space to be searched by the
Neighbourhood Algorithm receiver function inversion. Note that the Q-factors were not inverted for
and were constant (italicised). The first and second layers were changed to fix at least 3 km of top
layer (basalt) and to allow for lower velocities in the second layer to be included in the inversion (bold).
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Figure 44 – Neighbourhood algorithm receiver function inversion best S-wave velocity models for
station IF06 receiver function stack at a maximum frequency of 2.5 Hz. This figure compares inversions
(from a random starting model) using the parameter spaces in Tables 7 and 9.
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6. Common Conversion Point Stacking
6.1. Common Conversion Point Stacking Overview
We present preliminary results of time-to-depth migration achieved using the common
conversion point (CCP) method (Zhu, 2000). The method requires the path between each
earthquake source and recording station to be calculated (with a constant ray parameter)
and then the corresponding receiver function time series is back-projected along the raypath using a gridded velocity model (Fig. 45). The amplitude at each time sample then falls
into a velocity model grid cell and, once the back-projection is repeated for all receiver
functions, all amplitudes are averaged within each grid cell to produce the final migrated RF
depth profile. The CCP method can be applied to linear arrays (producing a 2D depth profile)
or areal arrays (producing a 3D amplitude model) of seismometer stations.
0 km

120 km
Figure 45 - Common conversion point (CCP) stacking/migration concept (left panel). Each receiver
function is placed along its theoretical path and amplitudes (red=positive, blue=negative) are assigned
to cells within a gridded subsurface model (from Hetényi, 2007). North-south CCP profile location
(right panel).

6.2. CCP Setup
6.2.1. Model Grid
Through testing we chose to use a 3D grid beneath the Faroe Islands with 5 km sampling in X
(west-east) and Y (north-south) directions and 0.5 km steps in depth. The distance between
FIPSE stations is a minimum of ~15 km. For this preliminary CCP study, we investigated the
first-order variation in crustal structure by collapsing all receiver functions a single 2D profile
north-south along longitude 6.75°W (Fig. 45).
6.2.2. Receiver Function Selection
We chose the 125 receiver functions recorded by the FIPSE array that were classified via
visual inspection as ‘good’ or ‘adequate’ to include for CCP migration. We assembled a
second subset of RFs for comparison using an automatic selection based upon RF amplitude
characteristics (Hetényi, 2007) that yielded 82 RFs for comparison. However, we do not
show the CCP migrated images from this smaller dataset because the larger dataset
produced superior results. Furthermore, whilst processing the RF traces for CCP migration,
we only accept RFs if their amplitude root-mean-squared (RMS) values are within the top
90% of the entire RF subset (in order to eliminate the occasional noisy RF that may have not
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yet been rejected). For each of these subsets, we constructed migrated profiles using RFs
calculated with maximum frequencies of 1, 2 and 3 Hz (Fig. 50).
6.2.3. Velocity Models
We depth migrated the RFs using the standard 1D Earth velocity models of IASP91 (Kennett
& Engdahl, 1991), PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981). IASP91 has an upper crust (VP≈5.8
km/s) and a lower crust (VP≈6.3 km/s) whereas PREM has an upper crust (VP≈5.8 km/s) and a
lower crust (VP≈6.8 km/s) but we saw little difference in the resulting migrated images using
these two models (Fig. 46). Furthermore, these average crustal velocity models are likely to
be too slow for the Faroe Islands and therefore depths to discontinuities are slightly
underestimated. To overcome this issue, we adapted the IASP91 model and constructed a
new 1D velocity model based upon the apriori velocity information from previous
geophysical experiments and the H-κ stacking results (Table 10) that should be closer to the
true velocity model beneath the Faroe Islands.
6.2.4. Resolution and Smoothing
The vertical and horizontal resolution of the receiver functions are estimated to be ~1.6 km
and ~20 km for 1 Hz RFs and ~0.5 km and ~11 km for 3 Hz RFs, respectively, at a depth of 30
km, using the first Fresnel zone and tuning methods (e.g. Sheriff & Geldart, 1995). In the
uppermost 5 km, the vertical and horizontal resolution of the RFs are estimated to be ~1.2
km and ~7 km for 1 Hz RFs and ~0.4 km and ~4 km for 3 Hz RFs, respectively. To reflect the
horizontal resolution, we horizontally smooth the CCP migrated images with a 10 and 15 km
smoothing operator (Fig. 47).
6.2.5. Bin Size and Fold
We tested bin sizes of 5 and 10 km to examine if the Earth structure was affected by the
choice of this parameter. Since we are projecting all receiver functions onto a single 2D
profile, the bins are assumed to perpendicularly infinite. Comparing the CCP migrated
images with 15 km wide smoothing in Figures 47 and 48 show that the structure is nearly
identical, with a small variation in amplitudes and a “stepping” effect between the coarser
10 km bins. The benefit of choosing larger bins, however, is the potential increase in signalto-noise within each bin. We show the fold for both 5 and 10 km bins in Figure 49.

Depth (km) P-wave velocity (km/s) S-wave velocity (km/s)
0.000
5.000
5.0001
7.000
7.0001
15.000
15.0001
30.000
30.0001
77.500
120.000
Table 10 – The apriori velocity model.

5.500
5.500
4.250
4.250
6.250
6.250
6.750
6.750
8.040
8.045
8.050

2.990
2.990
2.460
2.460
3.610
3.610
3.790
3.790
4.480
4.490
4.500
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Figure 46 – Preliminary CCP migrated receiver functions with max. frequency of 2 Hz and four different
Earth velocity models for comparison. PREM (upper left), IASP91 (upper right), the apriori crustal
model in Table 8 (lower left) and a modified IASP91 model with 5 km thick crustal layer where VP=5.5
km/s, an upper crust crustal thickness of 30 km and remaining crustal velocity of 6.5 km/s (lower
right). Distances (in km) along the horizontal axis are calculated from 62.4°N, 6.75W°. The images are
unsmoothed and therefore show the 5 km wide voxels as vertical ‘stripes’. Red is positive and blue
negative amplitudes, scaled to the maximum values of each.

Figure 47 – Preliminary common conversion point migrated receiver functions with maximum
frequency of 2 Hz and different width smoothing operators: 10 km (left) and 15 km (right). The apriori
velocity model was used. All receiver functions recorded by the 12 FIPSE stations were projected onto a
north-south profile along longitude of 6.75°W. Distances (in km) along the horizontal axis are
calculated from 62.4°N, 6.75W°. The images are unsmoothed and therefore show the 5 km wide
voxels as vertical ‘stripes’. Red is positive and blue negative amplitudes, scaled to the maximum values
of each.
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Figure 48 - Preliminary CCP migrated receiver functions with maximum frequency of 2 Hz and a bin
size of 10 km, unsmoothed (left) and smoothed with a 15 km smoothing operator (right). The apriori
velocity model was used. All receiver functions recorded by the 12 FIPSE stations were projected onto a
north-south profile along longitude of 6.75°W. Distances (in km) along the horizontal axis are
calculated from 62.4°N, 6.75W°. The images are unsmoothed and therefore show the 5 km wide
voxels as vertical ‘stripes’. Red is positive and blue negative amplitudes, scaled to the maximum values
of each.

Figure 49 - Fold heat map for bin sizes of 5 and 10 km.

6.3. CCP Migrated Profile Results
We have thus far produced CCP migrated profiles for a single north-south line and projected
all data onto it in an attempt to understand the first-order variations in crustal structure.
Data quality permitting, we intend to improve these CCP migrated images by expanding to
3D migration and producing depth slices beneath the Faroe Islands to further constrain the
characteristics of the crustal layers.
The 1 Hz CCP migrated image shows a clear and broad positive region that spans ~25 km
depth, which most likely represents the P-S conversion at the Moho (lower arrows in Figure
50a). The multiple of this phase plots below 80 km. The Moho appears to be shallowest
beneath the main Faroe Islands in the north and deepest beneath Sandoy. There is also a
clear change from north to south within the uppermost 10 km. A broad positive phase in the
north that probably represents the P-arrival plus a near-surface discontinuity gives way to a
narrow peak of just the P-arrival in the south (upper arrows in Figure 50a).
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 50 – Preliminary common conversion point migrated receiver functions with maximum
frequency of 1 (top), 2 (middle) and 3 Hz (bottom). The apriori Earth velocity model was utilised (see
Table 8). All receiver functions recorded by the 12 FIPSE stations were projected onto a north-south
profile along longitude of 6.75°W. Distances (in km) along the horizontal axis are calculated from
62.4°N, 6.75W°. The images are smoothed with either a 15km-wide (1 Hz RFs) or 10 km-wide (2 Hz
and 3 Hz RFs) smoothing operator. Red is positive and blue negative amplitudes, scaled to the
maximum values of each. Arrows denote key features that are described in the text.
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The 2 Hz CCP migrated image shows a P-S conversion, which is most likely the Moho, that
broadens in thickness from 5 to 8 km from north to south (lower arrows in Figure 50b). This
could be caused by crustal variations perpendicular to the profile, but this is unlikely as there
are fewer stations to the south over a much narrower aperture (see Fig. 45 for station
locations). Migrating with the apriori velocity model places the centre of this phase at
depths of 24 km in the north, 27 km in the centre and 24 km in the south of the Faroe
Islands (other 1D velocity models may place this phase at different depths, see Fig. 46, but
the lateral variation does not change). The multiple of this phase appears to plot at 78-90 km
but may plot below 95 km. The change from north to south within the uppermost 10 km is
more pronounced in the higher frequency receiver function migrated images. The broad
positive phase in the north is ~8 km thick whereas the P-arrival in the south corresponds to a
thickness of ~2 km. There is evidence for a very low amplitude positive phase beneath
Suduroy at 7-8 km depth. Most striking is the emergence of a sharp positive phase at ~17 km
depth that may span beneath the entirety of the Faroe Islands, but is absent or lowamplitude in south-central regions (where there is low fold, see Fig. 49).
The 3 Hz CCP migrated image shows all the elements for the 2 Hz image described above
except: i) all phases are slightly narrower in depth giving a sharper image; ii) the 5 km deep
positive phase beneath the main islands is now distinct from the P-arrival; iii) the narrow
positive phase at 18 km depth is now distinct from the Moho Ps below it; and iv) the narrow
positive phase at ~33 km is clearer (Figure 50c).
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7. Summary of Results


The H-K stacking results for all data show that the crustal thickness is 29±2 km and the
bulk crustal VP/VS is 1.76±0.09 across the Faroe Islands.



The H-K stacking results for individual stations show that the thickest crust is found in
the northwestern (32-33 km), the thinnest crust is found in the northernmost parts of
the Faroe Islands and elsewhere the crust is 29-30 km thick. The bulk crustal VP/VS varies
between 1.69 and 1.79 with no clear pattern.



Forward modelling of receiver functions shows that the basalt sequences atop the Faroe
Islands contribute a minor features in the receiver functions, but are dwarfed by P-S
conversions and their multiples at the basement and Moho discontinuities.



Forward modelling of receiver functions recorded near to the Lopra-1/1A borehole
shows that it is likely that a low-velocity and low-density layer may extend for up to 1
km beneath the borehole. This layer has velocity and density properties that match
either hyaloclastite (without basalt beds) and/or sedimentary rocks.



Forward modelling shows the anatomy of receiver functions calculated from published
refraction/reflection velocity models near to the Faroe Islands and indicates that:
o A ~2.5 second receiver function phase could be either a multiple of the
basement Ps discontinuity or than a P-S conversion at a mid-crustal (15–20 km
deep) discontinuity;
o Marine sediments atop the basalts produce receiver functions with considerable
reverberation or “ringing”.



Inversion of receiver function stacks using the Neighbourhood Algorithm produced
valuable constraints on the S-wave velocity structure of the crust, with:
o A well-constrained basement discontinuity at 3.9-5.9 km depth
o A gradational high-velocity lower crustal layer that is ~2-10 km thick and is
thickest beneath western parts of the Faroe Islands, with a high (>1.80) VP/VS
o A well-constrained Moho at depths of 27-33 km that is deepest beneath western
parts of the Faroe Islands



Multiple runs of receiver function inversion with a variety of starting models and
searched parameter spaces also show that the velocity structure above the basement
discontinuity is most difficult to constrain, possibly due to the velocity and density
inversion in the basalt sequences. The basement discontinuity, Moho discontinuity and
high-velocity lower crustal layer are required and constrained in all best inversion
models for the 12 FIPSE stations.



Preliminary common conversion point stacking (CCP) migration of receiver functions
provides a depth image beneath the Faroe Islands (Fig. 51) and shows:
o A first-order difference in upper crustal structure beneath Suduroy and the
remainder of the Faroe Islands (Fig. 51).
o A possible discontinuity at ~18-20 km depth across the whole of the Faroe
Islands, which may also be the multiple (PpPs) from the basement discontinuity
(and would therefore be at a depth of ~4.5-5.5 km everywhere).
o A variation in the width of the Moho discontinuity with a thin Moho to the north
and a thicker Moho in central and southern parts of the Faroe Islands.
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Figure 51 - Common conversion point (CCP) migrated image using 1.5 Hz maximum frequency receiver
functions projected onto a topography and bathymetry map of the Faroe Islands.
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8. Future Work
8.1. Data Archive
The full dataset is currently held on a password-protected SEIS-UK server at the University of
Leicester, UK. It is in MiniSEED format and will be uploaded to the public IRIS server (as
agreed in the original proposal) on 31st October 2016 (i.e. 5 years after the seismological
data collection finished). This was a condition that the instruments were loaned to us by the
UK Natural Environmental Research Council (NERC) Geophysical Equipment Facility (GEF)
that administers SEIS-UK. Access will be facilitated at any time when requested to the lead
author of this report (d.cornwell@abdn.ac.uk).

8.2. Publications
The authors intend to continue to work on processing and publishing results arising from
this unique seismological dataset, preferably as a follow-up Sindri project. The details of
further analyses are in the next section. We intend to submit a paper for publication in an
international journal before the end of 2013, with the paper likely titled “Resolving crustal
structure variations beneath the Faroe Islands using receiver function modelling and
inversion”. We request that permission to publish this and future is granted by Sindri after
we send the manuscript to be ratified.

8.3. Future Sindri Proposals
1. Further Seismological Analyses Using the FIPSE Dataset
We (Dr. David Cornwell, Prof. Richard England and Prof. Graham Stuart) would like to submit
a follow-up proposal to make use of this new exciting dataset and apply one or more of the
following methods:
 Ambient noise tomography – this will further constrain the 3D velocity structure of the
Faroe Islands to a depth of approximately 10 km. Preliminary seismic noise tests have
shown that the FIPSE dataset has exceptional noise characteristics.
 Earthquake P- and S-wave tomography – this method will constrain any upper mantle
velocity anomalies beneath the Faroe Islands.
 Shear-wave splitting – this method will constrain the anisotropy present in the
lithosphere and mantle beneath the Faroe Islands.
 Surface-wave analysis – this method will constrain lithosphere S-wave velocity structure
and anisotropy beneath the Faroe Islands.
 Joint inversion of gravity/receiver function/ambient noise tomography/surface wave
results – once the above methods have each been applied to the FIPSE data, better
constrained velocity models will result from jointly inverting for crustal velocity structure
using these techniques in tandem.
We envisage that the proposal will not require a further fieldwork budget and would request
funding for researcher time, publication costs and conference attendance.
2. Faroe Islands GPS Network and Analysis
Dr. David Cornwell in collaboration with Dr. Nicolas Houlié (University of Leeds/ETH Zurich)
and Stein Fossá (Umhvørvisstovan) would like to submit a proposal to set-up a 5-station
long-term GPS network across the Faroe Islands in order to:
 Constrain differential horizontal and vertical motion within the Faroe Islands
 Add to the single GPS station (at Argir) to better constrain the Islands’ motion relative to
global reference frames
 Constrain uplift rates relative to the UK, Iceland and Scandinavia
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We envisage that the proposal will request modest funding to drill holes in bedrock and fit
the GPS benchmark kit at 5 locations and will require one or two visits a year for 5+ years to
collect 24-48hrs’ GPS data at each site. Dr. Houlié would then process the data and we
would also require researcher time, publication costs and conference attendance.
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Appendix I – FIPSE Project Proposal
1. Title:
Investigating variations in upper crustal layering and lower crustal magmatism
beneath the Faroe Islands using passive seismic data (Faroe Islands Passive
Seismic Experiment).
2. Submission Category
Regional geology and evolution of the entire Faroese area.
3. Name and contact details of main proponent and collaborators
Dr. David Cornwell
Postdoctoral Research & Teaching Fellow in Geophysics
School of Earth & Environment
University of Leeds
Woodhouse Lane
Leeds
LS2 9JT
Tel: +44 (0)113 3437012
Email: d.cornwell@see.leeds.ac.uk
Dr. Richard England
University of Leicester
University Road
Leicester
LE1 7RH
Prof. Graham Stuart
School of Earth & Environment
University of Leeds
Woodhouse Lane
Leeds
LS2 9JT
4. Overview (with reference to the listed submission categories)
The crustal structure of the continental block on which the Faroe Islands is
poorly understood, mainly due to the presence of thick Tertiary basalt
sequences at the surface that hinder controlled-source seismic imaging
methods (e.g. Maresh et al., 2006). Hydrocarbon prospects in the Faroese
sector of the Faroe-Shetland Basin are expected to occur both in layered
basalt flow sequences and in sediments between the base of basalts and the
top of the Precambrian crystalline basement; it is a challenging task using
standard geophysical techniques to determine the thickness of the basalts,
the presence of sediments and the depth and lateral variation of the basement
discontinuity.
Variations in total crustal thickness and composition across the Islands have
implications for models of uplift and subsidence of the region. A high-velocity
lower crustal layer has been interpreted as due to igneous intrusions at the
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time of continental break-up (e.g. White, et al., 1987; White, et al., 2008). A
better understanding of the distribution of material intruded into the lower crust
beneath the Faroe Islands would increase the ability to understand the
paleogeographic development around the time of continental break-up, as
well as the present day elevation of the region.

Figure 1 - Map of the Faroe Islands with previous (Temporary stations), current (BGS 3-component)
and proposed passive (black stars) seismic stations.

Previous passive seismic experiments on the Faroe Islands have been small
and/or of short-duration: a 6-month (July-December 2003) deployment of 45
instruments in a tight array (400 by 400 m), which was used to define crustal
thickness and bulk Vp/Vs at Glyvursnes, Streymoy (Harland et al., 2009) (array
marked as 100 on Fig. 1); a 3-year single station deployment (January 2000December 2003) near Torshavn (FAR on Fig. 1), as part of the North East
Atlantic Tomography (NEAT) project; and a 2-week experiment near
Vestmanna (SeiFaBa Project, June-July 2004). A BGS permanent 3component seismometer station is situated in Sornfeli (SOFL on Fig. 1).
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In this application we propose the deployment of a well-distributed network of
passive seismometers for 15 months and use the upwards-travelling seismic
wavefield from distant earthquakes to determine the crustal structure (the
receiver function technique). Receiver functions provide a method of imaging
variations in acoustic impedance using global earthquakes by exploiting P-toS conversions at crustal discontinuities (e.g. Langston, 1979; Ammon, 1991).
Careful processing can produce signals containing frequencies >3 Hz, which
translates into seismic wavelengths of <1.5 km in the uppermost 10 km and
<2.5 km at typical lower crustal velocities. The technique is therefore capable
of constraining crustal structure on a scale comparable to traditional
controlled-source seismic refraction methods. Forward and inverse modelling
of converted waves and their multiples provides velocity-depth models around
each passive seismic sensor (e.g. Cornwell et al., 2009). Lateral variation in
crustal layer properties and depths can be investigated by comparing interstation results. The results can further be compared to existing offshore
controlled-source seismic models (Fig. 2) to help characterise the geological
framework of the broader Faroese region. The experiment will form a ‘dry
run’, with a view to applying the same method in a marine environment using
long-term deployments of ocean-bottom seismometers (OBS).

Figure 2 - A composite of seismic proﬁles across the Faroe-Shetland Basin to the southeast of the
Faroe Islands. The Top Basalt reﬂector can be seen as a strong unbroken reﬂector, with basalt
occurring at the seabed nearest to the Faroe Islands (i.e. close to 0 km) and pinching out towards the
southeast. Line locations are shown on the inset map. Adapted from Fletcher (2008).

In addition to helping to constrain the hydrocarbon potential of the region,
imaging the crustal structure beneath the Faroe Islands also provides
information about the processes that drive the break-up of continents. In
particular, uncertainty remains over the relative roles of tectonism (i.e.
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faulting) and magmatism during break-up and the large-scale mode of
lithospheric deformation (e.g. Ebinger & Casey, 2001). Due to the Faroe
Islands’ proximity to the ocean-continent boundary, the intruded and extruded
magmatic material that occurred immediately prior to seafloor spreading can
be quantified by imaging the detailed crustal velocity structure, adding crucial
knowledge about the role that magmatism played at this stage of break-up.
5. Background
Continental break-up on the Faroese margin occurred at 55 Ma, as the North Atlantic
opened and seafloor spreading began (White & McKenzie, 1989). Break-up on the
Faroes-Greenland margin was accompanied by flood basalt volcanism covering both
the Faroe Islands and the Faroe-Shetland basin (e.g. Saunders et al., 1997). The
basaltic flows reach at least 7 km in thickness (Waagstein, 1988; White et al., 2003;
Passey & Bell, 2007), although their base does not crop out on the Faroe Islands. At
least 2.5 km of lava delta deposits and sub-aerial flows have been proven at the
Lopra-1A borehole, situated in the southmost Faroe Islands (Christie et al., 2006)
(Fig. 1). It is thought that a few kilometres of siliclastic rocks lie beneath the basalts
from tomographic imaging of P- and S-wave velocity (with Vp =4.3±0.4 km/s and
Vp/Vs =1.76±0.09) (Eccles, et al., 2007).

Figure 3 - Moho depths in the Faroe-Shetland Basin region from seismic refraction
experiments (FAST - Smallwood et al., 2001; FLARE - ; OF94-23 - Richardson et al.,
1999; Smallwood et al., 2001; Raum 1 and 2 - Raum et al., 2005; iSIMM – Roberts,
2007; Roberts et al., 2009). Image reproduced from Fletcher, 2008.

Moho depth beneath the Faroe Islands has been estimated at 27-38 km by
Bott et al. (1974) and between 21 and 32 km by previous seismic profiles
(Figs. 3). Lower crustal layers with velocities in excess of 7.0 km/s are
commonly imaged on the North Atlantic continental margins (e.g. White &
McKenzie, 1989; Kelemen & Holbrook 1995; Korenaga et al., 2002,
Klingelhofer et al. 2005; Voss & Jokat, 2007) and are typically referred to as
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‘underplate’, although recent work suggested that such features are heavilyintruded continental crust (White et al., 2008). Seismic and gravity data have
been used to provide evidence of such a high-velocity lower crustal layer
(HVLC) in the vicinity of the Faroe Islands (Fig. 4). Harland et al., (2009)
estimated that the Faroe Island crust is between 29 and 32 km thick at
Glyvursnes, Streymoy and also modelled a lower crustal layer with a
gradational velocity structure (Fig. 5).

Figure 4 - Gravity model for the FAST seismic profile (England et al., 2005) indicating the requirement
3
for a 3100 kg/m lower crustal layer beneath the Faroe Islands region (profile is NW-SE with the Faroe
Islands situated at 0-25 km on the horizontal scale).
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Figure 5 - The best forward-model fit to a receiver function stack at Glyvursnes, Streymoy, calculated
following Ammon (1991), reproduced from Harland et al. (2009). The shallowest layer in the velocity
model represents a basalt layer and has considerable impact on the first few seconds of the receiver
function. A gradational boundary at the base of the crust is interpreted as evidence of igneous
intrusions or underplating.

6. Aim
We will image variations in crustal layer thickness and velocity beneath the
Faroe Islands using passive seismological data and the receiver function
technique. We will focus on: i) the uppermost ~10 km to investigate
basement thickness variations and identify P-to-S converted energy that adds
constraints to basalt thickness and the presence of sediments beneath the
basalt; and ii) imaging the Moho discontinuity to provide three-dimensional
variations in crustal thickness and bulk velocity, together with the identification
and classification of high-velocity lower crustal layers. Our interpretation will
use the positions of major discontinuities and their associated velocity
characteristics to constrain lithological changes beneath the Faroe Islands,
particularly in relation to oil-bearing formations, overall crustal structure and
uplift and subsidence related to magmatic addition to the crust. Furthermore,
we intend to compare and refine our models with those derived from
neighbouring marine controlled-source seismic methods.
7. Dataset (make sure that permission is granted to access data prior to
submission)
The main dataset will be collected as part of the project using a 15-month
deployment of 12 seismometers on the Faroe Islands. Supplementary data
from two previous short-term localised passive seismological experiments
(Fig. 1) is freely available and has already been downloaded. We can foresee
no problem in obtaining permission to use data recorded by the permanent
BGS seismic station (SOFL).
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We will also compile the relevant published data in the area as a starting point
for our seismic models and contact oil companies and contractors for data
that will improve our study.
8. Methodology
Data Collection
We will install 12 3-component Güralp CMG-3ESPD seismometers at
intervals of less than 30 km across the Faroe Islands and collect passive
seismic data for 15 months (Fig. 5). We have a wealth of expertise in
successfully implementing such networks overseas (e.g. Cornwell et al., 2009;
Stuart et al., 2005). Our proposed deployment is predicted to record ~250
good quality (magnitude, Mw > 6) teleseismic earthquakes from a large range
of backazimuths (Fig. 6), providing sufficient data to image crustal structure to
address our project aims. We will integrate the new data with publicly
available data that were collected during previous passive deployments.
Receiver Functions
Teleseismic earthquake body waveforms record acoustic impedance
discontinuities beneath a recording seismic station as a small portion of Pwave energy will be converted into S-wave energy and will arrive at the
station a short time after the direct P-wave. These P-to-S converted waves
and their multiples are contained mainly on the horizontal components of the
seismometer and their amplitude, arrival time and polarity are directly related
to the S-wave velocity and density structure beneath the recording station.
The acoustic impedance structure can be estimated using forward modelling
using synthetic receiver functions and direct inversion of the observed
receiver function time series. In addition, examination of the timings of energy
peaks related to strong seismic discontinuities (such as the Moho) can further
constrain the ﬁrst-order velocity structure of the Earth.

Figure 6 - World map centred on the Faroe Islands with the locations of all large (Mw > 6) earthquakes
since 1980 (white stars) and those recorded in 2008 (red stars). The black lines mark the range of
epicentral distances suitable for receiver function analyses (i.e. between the inner and outer solid
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black circles at 30 and 90 degrees - the dashed black circle marks an epicentral distance of 100
degrees).

The expected response of a receiver function is markedly different between
the cases where: a) a thick basaltic layer overlies a sedimentary layer; and b)
without sediments beneath the basalt. Using synthetic receiver functions
calculated with two different maximum frequencies (Fmax=1.0 and 2.5 Hz)
and the parameters in Table 1 (following the method of Ammon (1991))
produces receiver functions as shown in Figure 7.
Layer

1 - basalt

Vp
(km/s)

Vs
(km/s)

Density
(g/cc)

Thickness
(km)

Vp/Vs

5.00

2.86

2.59

5

1.84

4.00/5.00

2.00/2.86

2.45/2.59

5

2.00/1.84

3 - basement

6.25

3.57

2.83

30

1.75

4 - mantle

8.10

4.63

3.36

infinite

1.75

2 - sediment/basalt

Table 1 - Parameters used in synthetic modelling to test the response to a sedimentary layer beneath a
basalt layer.

Figure 7 shows that the velocity inversion created by sedimentary rocks
underlying basaltic rocks results in receiver functions having an extra positive
peak between the basement and Moho P-S conversions. This is due to
reverberatory energy that becomes ‘trapped’ in the low P- and S-wave
velocity sediments. There is also a negative swing straight after the P-arrival,
negative energy associated with the sediment reverberation and a morepronounced negative after the Moho Ps-arrival. There is comparatively little
negative receiver function energy predicted by the non-sediment scenario.
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Figure 7 - Receiver functions calculated from 4-layer crustal models with and without a 5 km
sedimentary layer beneath a basaltic layer for two different maximum frequencies (Fmax). Top panel
shows 35 seconds and bottom panel 10 seconds of the receiver functions.

It is very important to note that reverberations derived from the proposed
sedimentary layer may interfere constructively (as in this example) or
destructively with the Moho conversion, depending on the exact velocity and
density characteristics of the upper 10 km. A top-down approach to modelling
using apriori information will be employed to ensure that large-amplitude
reverberations are not mis-interpreted as Moho structure.
Whichever model is employed, the P-S conversion from the top of the
basement is prominent as a strong positive peak 1.5-2.0 seconds after the Parrival and thus is a strong candidate for forward and inverse modelling to find
average velocity and depth to this discontinuity. Further rotating the 3component receiver function to minimise the P-arrival energy would enhance
the ability to model the near-surface conversions and reverberations.
Existing Data
An example of calculated receiver functions from a previous short-term
experiment with similar instrumentation to that proposed is shown in Figure 8.
The raw data form part of the stacked receiver functions modelled by Harland
et al. (2009) but here we use them to demonstrate the ability of the extended
multi-taper cross-correlation receiver function estimation technique (Helffrich,
2006) to preserve high frequencies that are essential for determining nearsurface structure.
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Figure 8 - Example receiver function calculated using a single event (23rd June 2003) from a single
station (099) that was part of a 1-month temporary deployment (June-July 2003) in the Glyvursnes
region of Streymoy, Faroe Islands (see http://talisker.geol.le.ac.uk/~amb27/
website/faroes_2003_fieldrep.pdf for more information). Each colour represents a different maximum
frequency (black=1 Hz; red=2 Hz; green=3 Hz) for receiver function calculation. Note the presence of
peaks and troughs between the P-arrival and the P-S conversion at the Moho, which are likely to result
from crustal structure. The previous receiver function study on the Faroe Islands used a maximum
frequency of ~1 Hz (Fig.4, Harland et al., 2009).

Detailed Methodology
The following detailed method will be employed to transform the continuous
passive recordings to calculate receiver functions and model their waveforms
to find velocity-depth profiles for the crust:
1. Download all continuous data from instruments and remove instrument
responses.
2. Extract data windowed around P-arrivals from events within 30-90 degrees
from the Faroe Islands using global earthquake lists
(http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic/).
3. Manually pick first P-arrivals and preprocess data.
4. Calculate receiver functions using the multi-taper frequency domain crosscorrelation receiver function estimation code (Helffrich, 2006).
5. Near-surface layer analyses (to constrain uppermost ~10 km):
a. Rotate 3-component seismograms to remove P-arrival energy that
typically obscures near-surface P-S conversions (e.g. Vinnik, 1977;
Reading, 2003).
b. Forward modelling based on broad (industry) knowledge of
basalt/sediment velocity/density/thickness – pay particular attention to
modelling reverberated energy from the top Precambrian basement to
find basement depth. Produce basement depth map by correlating
between stations’ results.
c. Invert for S-wave velocity vs. depth beneath each station using
Neighbourhood Algorithm code (Sambridge, 1999a,b,
http://rses.anu.edu.au/~malcolm/na/na.html) using apriori informationled starting models (e.g. Cornwell, 2008; Steckler et al., 2008).
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d. Repeat for all stations to compare across the Faroe Islands and
produce a 2D map of depth to basement and Moho thickness with
changes in layer P- and S-wave velocities (e.g. Cornwell, 2008).
e. Basalt layers and underlying sediment thickness and velocity
characteristics may be constrained if the frequency content of the
receiver functions is sufficiently high.
6. Whole-crust analyses (to constrain the Moho discontinuity and the highvelocity lower crustal layer):
a. Use H-K stacking for bulk crustal Vp/Vs and thickness (Zhu & Kanamori,
2000) and produce a crustal thickness and bulk Vp/Vs map.
b. Forward modeling and inversion as above to find crustal layering and
velocity changes with respect to depth.
c. Focussed forward modelling and inversion to find evidence for a highvelocity lower crustal layer, starting with models proposed by the work of
Harland et al. (2009).
d. Examine transverse component of stacked receiver functions to find
evidence of anisotropy, test models based the presence of lower crustal
sills vs. dykes (e.g. Frederiksen et al., 2003).
9. Deliverables
We will produce crustal velocity (Vp and Vs) structure beneath each seismic
station and correlate major discontinuities to map velocity and depth
variations across the Faroe Islands. In particular, we will investigate changes
in the uppermost ~10 km by forward and inverse modelling basalt, sediment
and basement layers. We will also define Moho depths and bulk crustal Vp/Vs
beneath each station and interpret the findings in terms of crustal
compositional changes related to the Paleocene-Eocene volcanism.
Furthermore, we will compile evidence for a high-velocity lower crustal layer
that may be linked to the surface basalts and explore its role in the uplift of the
region.
In addition to reporting directly to the Sindri Group, we intend to publish the
results obtained during this project in one (or more) of the major international
peer-reviewed journal(s) (e.g. GJI, G-cubed, JGR, EPSL, GRL). We will also
showcase our findings at Sindri conferences and the Faroe Islands
Exploration Conference throughout the project and additionally would like to
report to the wider scientific community at an international conference (i.e.
EGU or AGU).

Months
3

6

9
12

Deliverables
Permissioning & deployment of 12 seismic stations,
literature/data search and synthetic forward modelling of
expected receiver functions.
1st service trip, data download and QC, preliminary receiver
function results from 4 months’ data, presentation of
preliminary results at FIEC.
Detailed receiver function results from 4 months’ data.
2nd service trip, data download and QC, preliminary receiver
function results of the next 4 months’ data & integration of
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15

18

21
24

datasets, forward modelling and inversion of upper & lower
crustal layering.
3rd service trip, data download and QC, preliminary receiver
function results of the next 4 months’ data & integration of
datasets, forward modelling and inversion of upper & lower
crustal layering.
Instrument pull-out trip, data download and QC, finalisation of
completed dataset, analyses & interpretation focussed on of
upper crustal layering. Presentation of upper crust advanced
results at FIEC.
Write-up focussing on upper 10 km of crust.
Detailed receiver function results from entire dataset,
collation of results and write-up focussing on lower crustal
layering, EGU conference presentation.

Table 2 - Deliverable timetable.
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Appendix II – Deployment Information
Information Sheet For Landowners

Faroe Islands Passive Seismic Experiment 2011-2013
Í løtuni seta vit 12 seismometur niður runt Føroyar. Endamálið við
hesum er at máta jarðskjálvtir runt heimin og vil hetta geva okkum
góðar jarðfrøðiligar myndir av undirgrundini í Føroyum niður til 50km.
Átakið er stuðla av SINDRI bólkinum ið er ein
felagskapur av ymsum oljufyritøkum m.a Statoil, Dong
Energy, OMV, Faroe Petroleum, Atlantic Petroleum,
Eni Group og SAGEX saman við Jarðfeingi.
Seismometur pláss:

Tíðarætlan:
· Maj 2011: VItja møguligum innadura/uttandura plássum har tólini skulu setast. Spyrja
um loyvi at seta tey niður. Møgiliga verður grava fyrireikandi hol.
· Juni 2011: Grava hol til eitt einkult tól á teimum 12 plássunum, og seta upp hegn,
battarí, sól panel, leggja kaðalar og GPS antennu. Seismometri byrjar at taka upp
beinanvegin.
· Oktober 2011: Kanna tólini á øllum plássunum. Taka niður dáta og løða battaríni.
· Februar 2012: Kanna tólini á øllum plássunum. Taka niður dáta og løða battaríni.
· September 2012: Savna saman øll tólini frá plássunum og ferðast aftir til Bretland.
Vísindafólk:
Dr. David Cornwell (d.cornwell@see.leeds.ac.uk; University of Leeds, UK)
Dr. Thomas Varming (Jarðfeingi, Brekkutún 1, FO-110 Tórshavn, +298 257009,
tv@jardfeingi.fo)
Dr. Richard England (rwe5@le.ac.uk; University of Leicester, UK)
Prof. Graham Stuart (g.stuart@see.leeds.ac.uk; University of Leeds, UK)
Viðmerkingar:
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Faroe Islands Passive Seismic Experiment 2011-2013
We are installing 12 seismometer stations across the Faroe Islands to
measure worldwide earthquakes and will use them to make images of
Faroese geology from the surface to depths of more than 50 km.
Our project is funded by the SINDRI Group, which
consists of oil companies including Statoil, Dong
Energy, OMV, Faroe Petroleum, Atlantic Petroleum,
Eni Group and SAGEX alongside Jardfeingi.
Seismometer Sites:

Project Schedule:
· May 2011: Visit potential indoor/outdoor sites for seismometer stations and ask for
permission from land-owners. We may dig a hole in preparation.
· June 2011: Dig a hole and bury a single seismometer at each of the 12 chosen sites
along with batteries, solar panels, fencing, cables and GPS antenna. The seismometer
will begin continuous recording.
· October 2011: Return to check each site, download data and re-charge batteries.
· February 2012: Return to check each site, download data and re-charge batteries.
· September 2012: Collect all seismometers from stations and return to UK.
Scientists:
Dr. David Cornwell (d.cornwell@see.leeds.ac.uk; University of Leeds, UK)
Dr. Thomas Varming (Jarðfeingi, Brekkutún 1, FO-110 Tórshavn, +298 257009,
tv@jardfeingi.fo)
Dr. Richard England (rwe5@le.ac.uk; University of Leicester, UK)
Prof. Graham Stuart (g.stuart@see.leeds.ac.uk; University of Leeds, UK)
Notes:
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FIPSE Newsletter – December 2011

Issue 1, December 2011

FIPSE NEWSLETTER
Faroe Islands Passive Seismic Experiment 2011-2013. Funded by Sindri.

FIRST DATA COLLECTED
Following successful scouting and deployment
field trips in May and June this year, the
instrument servicing trip in October revealed
the first batch of new seismological data.
Ten out of the twelve broadband seismometers collected
data continuously during the period June-October 2011.
The image to the right shows the vertical motion for the
entire recording period (4 months). Note the vertical lines,
these are earthquakes from around the globe. Also note
the increasing wind/wave noise, particularly towards the
right hand side (mid-September to October).
The image to the far left zooms in to show a
magnitude 7.6 earthquake beneath the Tonga
trench on 6th July 2011, recorded by 11 of the 12
seismic stations.
The image to the left is closer view of the initial
P-arrivals; they appear similar across the
network of seismometers, but subtle
differences will be used to investigate
differences in crustal geology and structure
beneath the Faroe Islands.
Over 30 large (>5.5) earthquakes have been
recorded so far.
The image to the right shows low frequency (1Hz) receiver
functions, calculated from the P-wave arrivals of the
teleseismic earthquake signals recorded and stacked at each
station.
The large blue peak at time zero is the P-wave arrival and this
is distorted at some of the stations by the presence of nearsurface (<10 km) geological layering. The blue peaks at 3-4
seconds are P-to-S-wave conversions at the Moho (base of
the crust). Peaks at 9-13 seconds are probably multiples.

Akraberg, Suðuroy
Froðba, Suðuroy
Skarvanes, Sandoy
Knúkur, Sandoy
Gásadalur, Vágoy
Húsareyn, Streymoy
Vestmanna, Streymoy
Eiði, Eysturoy

The 12 seismometers are recording now; more data will be
collected during the next visits to the Faroe Islands in
February, May and September 2012.

Oyndarfjørður, Eysturoy
Rituvík, Borðoy
Klaksvík, Borðoy

Full project details can be found at:
http://www.personal.leeds.ac.uk/~eardgc/FIPSE.html

Viðareiði, Viðoy

Thanks to SEIS-UK, Thomas Varming, Uni Petersen, Jarðfeingi, Magni Jøkladal, Rannvá Arge, the station
landowners and many others.
DR. DAVID CORNWELL (U. LEEDS; eardgc@leeds.ac.uk), DR. RICHARD ENGLAND (U. LEICESTER) & PROF. GRAHAM STUART (U. LEEDS)
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Appendix III – USGS NEIC (PDE) Earthquake Search
All events over magnitude 5.5 between 17th June 2011 and 16th October 2012.
time latitude longitude depth mag magType updated place type
2012-10-16T23:42:55.690Z -38.639 176.167 110.5 5.6 mww Island of New Zealand"
2012-10-16T12:41:25.760Z 49.618 156.438 81 5.6 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-10-15T17:52:20.960Z 14.062 -91.01 82.3 5.5 mwb "Guatemala"
2012-10-15T01:19:03.190Z 51.9 159.379 21 5.6 mww "off the east coast of the
2012-10-14T10:41:23.260Z 14.684 -92.289 68.8 5.5 mwr "Chiapas Mexico"
2012-10-14T10:13:38.630Z 41.832 46.406 10 5.5 mwc "Azerbaijan"
2012-10-14T10:13:38.600Z 41.825 46.405 10 5.5 mwc "Azerbaijan"
2012-10-14T09:41:58.950Z 48.308 154.428 35 5.7 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-10-14T04:58:04.930Z -7.145 156.048 37 5.8 mww "Solomon Islands"
2012-10-12T00:31:28.270Z -4.892 134.03 13 6.6 mww "near the south coast of Papua
2012-10-11T17:22:09.930Z -32.865 -70.31 81.8 5.5 mww "Valparaiso Chile"
2012-10-09T12:32:09.770Z -60.326 153.699 10 6.6 mww "west of Macquarie Island"
2012-10-09T07:49:51.870Z -2.72 139.224 20 5.6 mwc "near the north coast of Papua
2012-10-08T11:43:31.420Z -4.472 129.129 10 6.1 mww "Banda Sea"
2012-10-08T06:26:23.020Z 25.127 -109.574 14 5.9 mww "Gulf of California"
2012-10-08T01:50:26.210Z -21.725 -68.165 122 5.7 mww "Antofagasta Chile"
2012-10-07T03:14:24.000Z 18.543 120.939 40.4 5.6 mwb "Luzon Philippines"
2012-10-05T20:02:10.660Z 23.582 -108.512 10 5.5 mwc "Gulf of California"
2012-10-05T18:22:56.830Z 13.028 -91.504 41.4 5.5 mwb "near the coast of Guatemala"
2012-10-05T00:19:56.960Z 17.479 -46.457 10 5.7 mwb "northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2012-10-03T13:32:34.940Z -0.429 97.672 9 5.7 mwb "Kepulauan Batu Indonesia"
2012-10-02T19:41:29.440Z -64.969 177.83 18.3 5.5 mwb "Balleny Islands region"
2012-10-01T22:21:46.020Z 39.808 143.099 15 6.1 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2012-09-30T16:31:35.970Z 1.929 -76.362 170 7.3 mww "Colombia"
2012-09-29T07:11:12.930Z 16.304 -98.393 12 5.5 mwb "Oaxaca Mexico"
2012-09-27T23:53:49.030Z -8.838 157.456 10 5.8 mww "Solomon Islands"
2012-09-26T23:39:55.110Z 51.592 -178.295 16 6.4 mww "Andreanof Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2012-09-25T23:45:24.940Z 24.666 -110.173 10 6.3 mww "Baja California Sur Mexico"
2012-09-25T03:06:53.850Z -15.517 -173.901 121.7 5.6 mww "Tonga"
2012-09-24T10:31:23.330Z -21.212 -174.292 10 5.5 mwb "Tonga"
2012-09-22T06:58:26.170Z -20.896 -174.194 11 5.5 mww "Tonga"
2012-09-20T21:03:42.120Z -20.757 -178.513 570.4 5.7 mww "Fiji region"
2012-09-17T20:07:54.380Z -5.687 150.119 85 5.5 mwb "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2012-09-15T16:32:21.510Z -10.732 113.865 10 5.7 mww "south of Java Indonesia"
2012-09-14T07:18:38.380Z -39.676 -16.01 10 5.5 mwc "southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2012-09-14T04:51:47.070Z -3.319 100.594 19 6.2 mww "Kepulauan Mentawai region Indonesia"
2012-09-13T01:54:52.640Z -18.627 175.845 10 5.5 mwc "Fiji region"
2012-09-12T03:27:46.310Z 34.783 24.11 32.4 5.5 mww "Crete Greece"
2012-09-11T16:36:49.840Z 11.838 143.218 8 5.9 mww "south of the Mariana Islands"
2012-09-11T01:28:18.800Z 45.335 151.111 14 5.6 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-09-09T19:23:51.010Z 52.78 175.01 115.8 5.5 mwb "Rat Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2012-09-09T05:39:37.050Z 49.247 155.75 31 5.9 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-09-08T20:29:31.210Z 10.082 -85.323 35 5.7 mww "Costa Rica"
2012-09-08T10:51:44.200Z -3.177 135.109 21 6.1 mww "Papua Indonesia"
2012-09-08T06:54:18.570Z 21.527 145.923 5 5.7 mwb "Mariana Islands region"
2012-09-07T03:19:42.530Z 27.575 103.983 10 5.5 mww "Sichuan-Yunnan-Guizhou region China"
2012-09-06T23:33:06.260Z -4.6 -105.891 10 5.7 mwb "central East Pacific Rise"
2012-09-06T06:46:33.860Z -3.661 140.252 41.6 5.6 mwc "Papua Indonesia"
2012-09-05T14:42:07.800Z 10.085 -85.315 35 7.6 mww "Costa Rica"
2012-09-05T13:09:10.060Z -12.476 166.513 27 6 mww "Santa Cruz Islands"
2012-09-03T19:44:22.360Z 7.905 125.044 10 5.7 mwc "Mindanao Philippines"
2012-09-03T18:23:05.230Z -10.708 113.931 14 6.1 mww "south of Java Indonesia"
2012-09-03T06:49:49.730Z 6.61 123.875 12 5.8 mww "Moro Gulf Mindanao Philippines"
2012-09-01T18:01:48.200Z 16.229 -92.773 256.7 5.5 mwb Mexico"
2012-08-31T23:37:58.350Z 10.388 126.719 40.3 5.6 mwc "Philippine Islands region"
2012-08-31T12:47:33.380Z 10.811 126.638 28 7.6 mww "Philippine Islands region"
2012-08-30T13:43:25.170Z 71.441 -10.605 14 6.8 mww "Jan Mayen Island region"
2012-08-30T12:18:43.090Z -50.143 114.08 10 5.6 mwc "western Indian-Antarctic Ridge"
2012-08-29T19:05:11.120Z 38.425 141.814 47.4 5.5 mwb "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-08-28T06:08:16.100Z 12.458 -88.654 35 5.5 mww "offshore El Salvador"
2012-08-27T05:38:04.420Z 12.297 -88.612 35 5.5 mb "offshore El Salvador"
2012-08-27T04:37:19.430Z 12.139 -88.59 28 7.3 mww "off the coast of El Salvador"
2012-08-26T20:57:58.200Z 33.024 -115.549 9 5.5 mww California"
2012-08-26T15:05:37.080Z 2.19 126.837 91.1 6.6 mww "Molucca Sea"
2012-08-26T11:22:22.090Z -65.478 -179.778 10 5.6 mwb "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
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2012-08-25T14:16:17.080Z 42.419 142.913 54.5 5.9 mwb "Hokkaido Japan region"
2012-08-24T10:01:53.940Z -33.435 -179.533 38 5.6 mww "south of the Kermadec Islands"
2012-08-24T07:03:10.520Z -63.581 171.324 10 5.5 mwc "Balleny Islands region"
2012-08-24T04:43:48.350Z -27.311 -176.807 16 5.7 mww "Kermadec Islands region"
2012-08-21T17:39:38.000Z -0.172 92.056 15.1 5.6 mwb "southwest of Sumatra Indonesia"
2012-08-19T22:41:49.810Z -4.766 144.57 73 6.2 mww "near the north coast of New
2012-08-19T08:07:35.780Z 47.789 -128.619 10 5.6 mww "off the coast of Washington"
2012-08-18T17:45:02.270Z -15.598 -173.042 15 5.7 mww "Tonga"
2012-08-18T15:31:40.060Z 2.645 128.697 10 5.8 mww "Halmahera Indonesia"
2012-08-18T10:23:32.210Z -13.504 172.379 31.4 5.7 mwc "Vanuatu region"
2012-08-18T09:41:52.450Z -1.315 120.096 10 6.3 mww "Sulawesi Indonesia"
2012-08-17T21:27:53.730Z 8.348 -103.003 10 5.5 mwc "northern East Pacific Rise"
2012-08-16T13:24:44.360Z -36.429 -98.905 10 5.8 mww "southeast of Easter Island"
2012-08-16T12:08:20.940Z 7.335 -36.768 10 5.6 mwc "central Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2012-08-15T23:45:52.330Z 13.148 -89.215 56 5.5 mwb "offshore El Salvador"
2012-08-14T02:59:38.460Z 49.8 145.064 583.2 7.7 mww "Sea of Okhotsk"
2012-08-12T18:31:25.110Z -63.004 -157.718 10 5.5 mwc "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
2012-08-12T10:47:06.450Z 35.661 82.518 13 6.2 mww "Xinjiang-Xizang border region"
2012-08-11T12:34:35.900Z 38.389 46.745 12 6.2 mww "northwestern Iran"
2012-08-11T12:23:18.190Z 38.329 46.826 11 6.4 mww "northwestern Iran"
2012-08-10T18:37:43.090Z 52.633 -167.421 13 6.2 mww "Fox Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2012-08-09T02:34:41.120Z 19.946 -109.332 10 5.6 mww "Revilla Gigedo Islands region"
2012-08-08T10:57:44.300Z -16.02 178.062 13 5.9 mww "Fiji"
2012-08-05T13:55:10.360Z -21.15 -178.358 484.3 5.8 mww "Fiji region"
2012-08-03T07:22:30.560Z -16.919 -176.916 20 5.5 mwb "Fiji region"
2012-08-02T09:56:41.740Z -4.654 153.275 46 6.1 mww "New Ireland region Papua New Guinea"
2012-08-02T09:38:30.850Z -8.414 -74.259 144.6 6.1 mww "central Peru"
2012-08-02T07:37:45.180Z -6.944 131.121 65 5.5 mwb "Kepulauan Tanimbar Indonesia"
2012-07-29T12:22:11.810Z 14.191 -92.294 18 5.9 mww "offshore Guatemala"
2012-07-29T09:20:54.980Z 47.379 139.073 502.3 5.6 mww "Primor'ye Russia"
2012-07-29T02:21:12.600Z 22.935 94.299 75.3 5.7 mwb "Myanmar"
2012-07-28T20:03:56.800Z -4.651 153.173 41 6.5 mww "New Ireland region Papua New Guinea"
2012-07-26T10:48:22.100Z -21.103 169.509 32.8 5.6 mwc "southeast of the Loyalty Islands"
2012-07-26T10:20:05.490Z -21.015 -174.491 10 5.5 mwb "Tonga"
2012-07-26T05:33:33.020Z -17.592 66.391 20 6.7 mww "Mauritius - Reunion region"
2012-07-25T11:20:27.030Z -9.694 159.727 20 6.4 mww "Solomon Islands"
2012-07-25T00:27:45.260Z 2.707 96.045 22 6.4 mww "Simeulue Indonesia"
2012-07-22T07:02:13.620Z -4.872 149.532 20.3 5.6 mww "Bismarck Sea"
2012-07-21T06:11:57.910Z -19.19 173.789 10 5.9 mww "Vanuatu region"
2012-07-21T04:54:05.500Z -37.713 -179.968 11.8 5.6 mwb of the North Island of New
2012-07-20T14:03:13.760Z -21.222 -179.287 625.3 5.6 mwb "Fiji region"
2012-07-20T06:32:56.090Z 49.354 156.132 10 5.8 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-07-20T06:10:25.170Z 49.407 155.907 19 6 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-07-19T07:36:35.470Z 37.248 71.375 98.4 5.6 mww "Hindu Kush region Afghanistan"
2012-07-18T08:09:46.200Z -20.872 -178.508 536.9 5.9 mww "Fiji region"
2012-07-18T04:25:25.600Z -55.661 -128.893 10 5.9 mww "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
2012-07-16T16:33:10.080Z -1.296 137.053 13.1 5.6 mww "near the north coast of Papua
2012-07-16T03:08:31.720Z 55.777 161.234 85.9 5.5 mwb "near the east coast of the
2012-07-12T15:40:12.630Z -2.885 129.321 10.4 5.5 mwc "Seram Indonesia"
2012-07-12T14:00:34.340Z 36.527 70.906 198 5.7 mww "Hindu Kush region Afghanistan"
2012-07-12T12:51:58.860Z 45.452 151.665 12 5.8 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-07-11T11:12:40.250Z -26.051 -177.362 89.5 5.7 mww "south of the Fiji Islands"
2012-07-11T02:31:16.660Z 45.401 151.424 10 5.7 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-07-09T19:25:07.110Z 29.381 130.099 39.2 5.6 mww "Ryukyu Islands Japan"
2012-07-09T13:55:00.580Z 35.604 28.919 55.8 5.6 mww "eastern Mediterranean Sea"
2012-07-08T11:33:02.920Z 45.497 151.288 20 6 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-07-07T03:35:28.580Z -4.651 153.296 35 5.7 mww "New Ireland region Papua New Guinea"
2012-07-06T02:28:22.190Z -14.657 167.34 160.1 6.3 mww "Vanuatu"
2012-07-03T10:36:15.520Z -40.023 173.756 229.8 6.3 mww Strait New Zealand"
2012-07-03T03:49:33.040Z -10.82 163.331 92 5.5 mww "Solomon Islands"
2012-07-02T23:31:37.910Z -14.423 -75.598 39.7 5.7 mww "near the coast of central Peru"
2012-07-01T04:13:52.090Z 25.592 94.696 58 5.6 mwb "Myanmar-India border region"
2012-06-30T16:24:36.990Z -22.088 170.992 92.1 5.5 mwc "southeast of the Loyalty Islands"
2012-06-29T21:07:33.860Z 43.433 84.7 18 6.3 mww "northern Xinjiang China"
2012-06-29T15:31:46.660Z -24.747 -9.663 10 5.8 mww "South Atlantic Ocean"
2012-06-27T20:39:15.910Z -15.222 -173.268 10 5.5 mwc "Tonga"
2012-06-27T06:30:59.860Z 13.834 -89.967 132.6 5.7 mww "El Salvador"
2012-06-24T07:59:34.860Z 27.767 100.781 10 5.5 mww "Sichuan-Yunnan border region China"
2012-06-24T03:15:01.280Z 57.601 163.195 10 6 mww "near the east coast of the
2012-06-23T21:27:29.600Z 2.628 90.509 16.5 5.5 mww "off the west coast of northern
2012-06-23T04:34:53.180Z 3.009 97.896 95 6.1 mww "northern Sumatra Indonesia"
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2012-06-22T04:31:17.300Z -54.36 158.79 14 5.7 mww "Macquarie Island region"
2012-06-22T02:20:06.630Z -32.935 -178.65 13.6 5.5 mwb "south of the Kermadec Islands"
2012-06-21T22:34:37.280Z -17.963 -178.186 542.8 5.5 mwb "Fiji region"
2012-06-19T20:56:41.420Z 53.351 171.701 11.9 5.6 mww "Near Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2012-06-19T15:56:32.530Z 53.351 171.619 14 6 mww "Near Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2012-06-17T20:32:20.590Z 38.919 141.831 36 6.3 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-06-17T03:43:10.050Z -8.511 160.356 50.8 5.7 mww "Solomon Islands"
2012-06-16T22:18:47.470Z 15.593 119.563 28 5.9 mww "Luzon Philippines"
2012-06-15T01:14:07.520Z 5.719 126.354 41.4 5.7 mww "Mindanao Philippines"
2012-06-14T20:17:24.520Z 1.293 126.828 61.4 5.5 mww "Molucca Sea"
2012-06-13T07:06:44.590Z -55.796 -28.394 86.1 5.5 mb "South Sandwich Islands region"
2012-06-12T05:59:38.690Z -5.677 105.494 163.9 5.5 mb "Sunda Strait Indonesia"
2012-06-11T05:29:11.510Z 36.023 69.351 16 5.7 mww "Hindu Kush region Afghanistan"
2012-06-10T12:44:16.590Z 36.42 28.88 35 6 mww Islands Greece"
2012-06-09T21:00:18.070Z 24.572 122.248 70 5.9 mww "Taiwan region"
2012-06-07T16:03:18.900Z -15.877 -72.413 110 6.1 mww "southern Peru"
2012-06-07T09:01:51.130Z -20.192 -176.34 266 5.8 mww "Fiji region"
2012-06-07T04:05:04.520Z -36.074 -70.57 8 6 mww "Maule Chile"
2012-06-06T01:08:35.520Z 22.357 121.428 24.3 5.5 mwb "Taiwan region"
2012-06-05T19:31:33.750Z 34.943 141.132 15 6.1 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2012-06-04T14:18:52.300Z -15.279 -177.919 10 5.7 mww "Fiji region"
2012-06-04T11:18:13.450Z -7.692 106.371 50 5.9 mww "Java Indonesia"
2012-06-04T03:15:24.750Z 5.508 -82.563 7 6.3 mww "south of Panama"
2012-06-04T00:45:15.290Z 5.305 -82.629 7 6.3 mww "south of Panama"
2012-06-03T11:14:47.750Z -16.235 67.21 10 5.5 mwc "Mid-Indian Ridge"
2012-06-02T07:52:53.990Z -22.059 -63.555 527 5.9 mww "Salta Argentina"
2012-06-01T06:56:20.240Z -0.72 133.269 25 5.8 mww "near the north coast of Papua
2012-06-01T05:07:01.980Z -77.08 -148.864 12 5.5 mwb "Antarctica"
2012-05-31T23:01:03.360Z -0.902 133.181 53.2 5.6 mwc "near the north coast of Papua
2012-05-29T10:55:57.000Z 44.888 11.008 6.8 5.5 mww Italy"
2012-05-29T07:00:03.000Z 44.851 11.086 10.2 5.8 mww Italy"
2012-05-29T03:33:25.480Z -22.13 -179.61 602 5.8 mww "south of the Fiji Islands"
2012-05-29T02:40:53.320Z 54.368 168.925 10.3 5.6 mww "Komandorskiye Ostrova Russia region"
2012-05-28T21:47:09.400Z -19.962 -175.976 210.7 5.9 mww "Tonga"
2012-05-28T05:07:23.450Z -28.043 -63.094 586.9 6.7 mww "Santiago Del Estero Argentina"
2012-05-26T21:48:10.120Z 26.91 140.055 487.4 6 mwc "Bonin Islands Japan region"
2012-05-24T22:47:46.800Z 72.96 5.683 10 6.1 mww "Norwegian Sea"
2012-05-23T23:19:18.050Z -50.352 139.536 6.6 5.9 mwc "western Indian-Antarctic Ridge"
2012-05-23T22:59:52.700Z -50.42 139.516 10 6 mww "western Indian-Antarctic Ridge"
2012-05-23T15:02:25.310Z 41.335 142.082 46 5.9 mww "Hokkaido Japan region"
2012-05-22T00:00:32.770Z 42.645 22.968 10 5.6 mww "Bulgaria"
2012-05-20T07:20:36.870Z 39.646 143.164 11 6.3 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2012-05-20T07:19:54.880Z 39.548 143.248 11 5.6 mb "off the east coast of Honshu
2012-05-20T02:03:52.000Z 44.89 11.23 6.3 6 mww Italy"
2012-05-19T19:05:18.970Z 39.665 143.311 10 5.9 mwb "off the east coast of Honshu
2012-05-19T08:35:10.700Z -25.729 -70.562 28 5.8 mww "Antofagasta Chile"
2012-05-18T02:00:39.490Z -44.806 -80.159 10 6.3 mww "off the coast of Aisen Chile"
2012-05-16T00:59:32.380Z -5.504 149.711 136.6 5.7 mww "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2012-05-14T10:00:40.230Z -17.678 -69.591 105.9 6.2 mww "Tarapaca Chile"
2012-05-12T23:28:43.570Z 38.612 70.354 10 5.7 mww "Tajikistan"
2012-05-10T02:13:56.160Z -28.73 -112.587 10 5.9 mww "Easter Island region"
2012-05-09T14:49:51.280Z -0.966 -13.6 12 5.5 mww "north of Ascension Island"
2012-05-09T04:35:00.110Z 6.232 127.45 39 5.5 mb "Philippine Islands region"
2012-05-07T04:40:27.790Z 41.549 46.789 11 5.6 mww "Azerbaijan"
2012-05-06T12:40:59.050Z -13.82 -75.801 54.4 5.6 mwc "central Peru"
2012-05-05T20:23:31.160Z -21.477 -174.227 8.5 5.7 mwb "Tonga"
2012-05-02T17:06:05.530Z -35.883 -102.728 10 5.5 mwc "southeast of Easter Island"
2012-05-02T12:17:59.360Z -54.565 143.836 10 5.8 mww "west of Macquarie Island"
2012-05-01T22:43:33.340Z 14.376 -92.897 14 6 mww "offshore Chiapas Mexico"
2012-05-01T16:37:58.800Z 18.251 -101.085 51.1 5.7 mww Mexico"
2012-05-01T15:44:37.800Z 21.951 -108.44 11.4 5.5 mwc the coast of Baja California Sur
2012-04-30T18:11:44.420Z -5.689 128.511 356.1 5.5 mwb "Banda Sea"
2012-04-30T08:00:10.000Z 1.757 89.598 10 5.7 mww "North Indian Ocean"
2012-04-30T07:39:45.560Z -29.868 -71.46 37 5.6 mww "offshore Coquimbo Chile"
2012-04-29T15:02:18.420Z 39.745 142.037 10 5.6 mwb "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-04-29T10:28:51.870Z 35.596 140.349 44 5.8 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-04-29T08:09:04.340Z 2.704 94.509 14.1 5.7 mww "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-28T19:21:03.110Z -5.328 152.11 35 5.6 mww "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2012-04-28T10:08:08.090Z -18.685 -174.705 134.7 6.6 mww "Tonga"
2012-04-26T19:21:42.610Z 2.696 94.459 7.9 5.6 mwb "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-25T07:42:23.380Z 9.011 93.945 9 5.7 mww "Nicobar Islands India region"
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2012-04-24T20:22:10.410Z 35.622 140.472 54.3 5.5 mwb "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-04-24T15:15:38.160Z -24.228 -175.95 10 5.6 mwb "south of Tonga"
2012-04-24T14:57:10.110Z 8.868 93.949 14.1 5.5 mwb "Nicobar Islands India region"
2012-04-24T09:50:58.390Z 5.649 61.511 10 5.6 mwc "Carlsberg Ridge"
2012-04-23T22:40:22.440Z 48.397 154.739 31 5.6 mww "Kuril Islands"
2012-04-23T21:21:44.860Z 0.374 125.293 48 5.7 mww "Molucca Sea"
2012-04-23T17:36:21.170Z -28.556 -177.412 114 6 mww "Kermadec Islands region"
2012-04-22T13:11:19.700Z -52.867 140.29 12.2 5.6 mwc "west of Macquarie Island"
2012-04-21T01:25:13.200Z -1.635 134.197 17.4 6 mwc "near the north coast of Papua
2012-04-21T01:19:28.460Z -35.229 -16.181 10 5.7 mwc "southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2012-04-21T01:16:52.740Z -1.617 134.276 16 6.7 mww "near the north coast of Papua
2012-04-20T23:14:31.370Z 2.158 93.36 28 5.8 mww "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-20T22:28:59.180Z 3.269 93.821 21.9 5.9 mwc "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-20T22:19:46.810Z 3.256 93.853 24.6 5.7 mww "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-18T05:37:55.940Z 28.689 138.772 493.8 5.5 mwb "Bonin Islands Japan region"
2012-04-17T19:03:56.370Z -59.016 -16.612 12 6.2 mww "east of the South Sandwich Islands"
2012-04-17T08:51:24.920Z -31.894 -177.236 10 5.6 mb "Kermadec Islands region"
2012-04-17T07:13:49.000Z -5.462 147.117 198 6.8 mww "eastern New Guinea region Papua New
2012-04-17T03:50:15.610Z -32.625 -71.365 29 6.7 mww "Valparaiso Chile"
2012-04-16T11:23:43.380Z 36.632 21.475 29 5.8 mww "southern Greece"
2012-04-16T02:17:50.340Z -2.64 121.855 13 5.8 mww "Sulawesi Indonesia"
2012-04-15T05:57:40.060Z 2.581 90.269 25 6.2 mww "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-14T22:05:26.430Z -18.972 168.741 11 6.2 mww "Vanuatu"
2012-04-14T19:26:43.250Z -6.81 105.457 62.7 5.8 mww "Sunda Strait Indonesia"
2012-04-14T15:13:14.140Z 49.38 155.651 90.3 5.6 mwb "Kuril Islands"
2012-04-14T10:56:19.380Z -57.679 -65.308 15 6.2 mww "Drake Passage"
2012-04-13T10:10:01.200Z 36.988 141.152 11 5.7 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-04-12T14:50:52.850Z 37.513 141.468 25.1 5.5 mwc "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-04-12T07:15:48.500Z 28.696 -113.104 13 7 mww "Baja California Mexico"
2012-04-12T07:06:00.570Z 28.837 -113.027 9 6 mwb "Baja California Mexico"
2012-04-11T23:56:32.930Z 1.841 89.685 10 5.8 mwc "North Indian Ocean"
2012-04-11T22:55:10.250Z 18.229 -102.689 20 6.5 mwb "Michoacan Mexico"
2012-04-11T22:41:46.040Z 43.584 -127.638 8 6 mwc "off the coast of Oregon"
2012-04-11T19:04:20.010Z 1.19 92.092 14.5 5.5 mb "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-11T13:58:04.720Z 1.495 90.854 5 5.5 mb "North Indian Ocean"
2012-04-11T11:53:36.160Z 2.913 89.544 10 5.7 mb "North Indian Ocean"
2012-04-11T10:43:10.850Z 0.802 92.463 25.1 8.2 mwc "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-11T09:27:56.760Z 1.254 91.735 10 6 mb "North Indian Ocean"
2012-04-11T09:01:06.750Z 2.199 89.441 10 5.9 mb "North Indian Ocean"
2012-04-11T09:00:09.710Z 51.364 -176.097 20.8 5.5 mb Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2012-04-11T08:55:46.960Z 1.271 91.748 10 5.8 mb "North Indian Ocean"
2012-04-11T08:38:36.720Z 2.327 93.063 20 8.6 mww "off the west coast of northern
2012-04-10T05:09:08.410Z -1.261 -13.972 10 5.8 mww "north of Ascension Island"
2012-04-06T19:24:13.940Z -3.345 100.426 13.6 5.5 mwb "Kepulauan Mentawai region Indonesia"
2012-04-06T16:15:58.010Z -4.551 153.457 108.5 6.1 mww "New Ireland region Papua New Guinea"
2012-04-02T17:36:42.060Z 16.395 -98.316 9 6 mww "Oaxaca Mexico"
2012-04-01T21:44:04.130Z -4.516 153.427 117.9 5.7 mwb "New Ireland region Papua New Guinea"
2012-04-01T14:04:24.910Z 37.116 140.957 48 5.7 mwb "eastern Honshu Japan"
2012-03-28T08:25:51.350Z -57.331 -140.014 10 5.5 mwb "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
2012-03-27T11:00:44.500Z 39.859 142.017 15 6.1 mwc "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-03-26T18:12:52.850Z 10.071 -104.16 10 6 mwb "northern East Pacific Rise"
2012-03-26T17:48:42.420Z 9.995 -104.228 10 5.5 mwc "northern East Pacific Rise"
2012-03-26T16:58:10.630Z -30.04 60.653 10 5.6 mwb "Southwest Indian Ridge"
2012-03-25T22:37:06.000Z -35.2 -72.217 40.7 7.1 mww Chile"
2012-03-25T01:05:34.530Z -54.576 -135.923 10 5.7 mwc "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
2012-03-24T22:18:38.250Z -54.367 -136.157 10 5.5 mwc "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
2012-03-21T22:15:06.130Z -6.242 145.955 118 6.6 mww "New Guinea Papua New Guinea"
2012-03-20T18:02:47.440Z 16.493 -98.231 20 7.4 mww "Oaxaca Mexico"
2012-03-20T17:56:18.800Z -3.812 140.266 66 6.1 mww "Papua Indonesia"
2012-03-19T23:46:35.400Z -14.621 -175.702 27.9 5.9 mwc "Samoa Islands region"
2012-03-17T19:50:20.560Z -34.905 -107.644 11.8 5.8 mww "southern East Pacific Rise"
2012-03-17T17:00:56.860Z 3.823 63.404 10 5.5 mwb "Carlsberg Ridge"
2012-03-16T07:58:02.500Z 10.037 125.633 18 5.8 mww "Leyte Philippines"
2012-03-15T19:20:18.260Z 35.802 139.279 103.8 5.5 mwc "near the south coast of Honshu
2012-03-14T21:13:08.040Z -5.595 151.042 28 6.2 mww "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2012-03-14T12:05:04.520Z 35.687 140.695 10 6 mwc "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-03-14T10:57:40.100Z 40.755 144.806 12 5.6 mb "off the east coast of Honshu
2012-03-14T10:49:24.580Z 40.781 144.761 10 6.1 mwc "off the east coast of Honshu
2012-03-14T09:08:35.140Z 40.887 144.944 12 6.9 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2012-03-13T23:06:43.560Z 14.959 -93.026 49 5.5 mwb "offshore Chiapas Mexico"
2012-03-12T12:32:46.360Z 45.239 147.609 110.4 5.5 mww "Kuril Islands"
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2012-03-12T06:06:40.640Z 36.741 73.152 11 5.6 mww "northwestern Kashmir"
2012-03-10T14:10:39.850Z 55.146 -157.567 10 5.5 mww "Alaska Peninsula"
2012-03-09T07:09:50.950Z -19.125 169.613 16 6.7 mww "Vanuatu"
2012-03-08T22:50:08.410Z 39.383 81.307 38 5.9 mwc "southern Xinjiang China"
2012-03-07T12:00:46.010Z -2.814 138.888 53.8 5.6 mww "Papua Indonesia"
2012-03-05T23:06:30.880Z 12.354 123.7 37.3 5.6 mwc "Masbate region Philippines"
2012-03-05T07:46:10.040Z -28.246 -63.294 553.9 6.1 mww "Santiago Del Estero Argentina"
2012-03-04T12:49:02.440Z -21.529 169.769 14 5.7 mww "southeast of the Loyalty Islands"
2012-03-04T09:44:14.600Z 2.687 -84.34 9 5.5 mwb "off the coast of Central America"
2012-03-03T12:19:55.090Z -22.141 170.34 14 6.6 mww "southeast of the Loyalty Islands"
2012-02-29T14:32:47.830Z 35.2 141.001 26.2 5.6 mwb "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-02-28T15:07:35.040Z 28.2 139.391 504.2 5.6 mwb "Bonin Islands Japan region"
2012-02-26T06:17:19.760Z 51.708 95.991 12 6.7 mww "southwestern Siberia Russia"
2012-02-26T05:24:59.260Z -32.495 -177.73 39 5.6 mb "south of the Kermadec Islands"
2012-02-26T05:21:24.630Z -24.495 -177.238 10 6 mww "south of the Fiji Islands"
2012-02-26T02:46:21.280Z -24.477 -177.5 10 5.5 mwc "south of the Fiji Islands"
2012-02-26T02:35:00.530Z 22.661 120.891 28 5.9 mww "Taiwan"
2012-02-23T05:08:12.790Z -17.699 -13.193 10 5.5 mwc "southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2012-02-20T19:09:36.290Z 14.276 -92.779 10 5.6 mwc "offshore Chiapas Mexico"
2012-02-16T02:20:28.730Z -17.839 65.405 10 5.8 mww "Mauritius - Reunion region"
2012-02-15T03:31:20.610Z 43.625 -127.518 11 5.8 mww "off the coast of Oregon"
2012-02-14T08:19:55.470Z -10.39 161.102 51 6.4 mww "Solomon Islands"
2012-02-14T06:22:01.170Z 36.214 141.386 28 5.8 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-02-14T03:27:50.500Z 36.193 141.402 30.2 5.5 mwc "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-02-13T21:07:02.770Z 41.143 -123.79 28.2 5.6 mwr California"
2012-02-13T10:55:09.440Z 9.183 -84.121 16 5.9 mww "Costa Rica"
2012-02-11T07:06:48.450Z -0.978 126.853 19 5.5 mwb "Molucca Sea"
2012-02-11T02:58:17.000Z -37.456 -73.884 20.2 5.6 mwb Bio-Bio Chile"
2012-02-10T05:34:05.030Z -0.324 132.691 15 5.7 mww "near the north coast of Papua
2012-02-10T01:47:34.190Z -17.968 -178.549 582.3 5.9 mww "Fiji region"
2012-02-09T18:52:48.390Z -58.312 157.837 10 5.9 mww "Macquarie Island region"
2012-02-09T08:49:25.270Z -56.383 -25.816 10 5.5 mwc "South Sandwich Islands region"
2012-02-06T11:33:36.980Z 9.821 123.08 15 5.8 mww "Negros - Cebu region Philippines"
2012-02-06T10:10:19.850Z 9.885 123.095 9 6 mww "Negros - Cebu region Philippines"
2012-02-06T04:19:59.910Z 10.092 123.227 10 5.6 mwc "Negros - Cebu region Philippines"
2012-02-06T03:49:12.520Z 9.999 123.206 11 6.7 mww "Negros - Cebu region Philippines"
2012-02-05T16:40:39.160Z -17.948 167.226 8 6.1 mww "Vanuatu"
2012-02-05T00:15:38.900Z -18.894 168.917 145 6.1 mww "Vanuatu"
2012-02-04T21:50:50.570Z 13.046 57.561 10 5.5 mwc "Owen Fracture Zone region"
2012-02-04T20:05:31.710Z 48.887 -127.906 14.6 5.6 mww "Vancouver Island Canada region"
2012-02-04T13:09:23.170Z 11.872 125.754 12 5.6 mwb "Samar Philippines"
2012-02-04T07:40:12.800Z -20.536 -174.035 8 5.8 mwb "Tonga"
2012-02-03T04:33:09.000Z -17.463 167.187 25.2 5.7 mwc "Vanuatu"
2012-02-03T03:46:21.150Z -17.378 167.277 8 6.1 mww "Vanuatu"
2012-02-02T17:27:06.980Z -17.954 167.179 20.6 5.5 mb "Vanuatu"
2012-02-02T13:34:40.650Z -17.827 167.133 23 7.1 mww "Vanuatu"
2012-02-02T09:32:16.880Z -6.586 149.718 38.6 5.6 mwc "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2012-02-02T06:46:30.290Z -6.563 149.774 51.3 5.6 mwc "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2012-01-30T05:11:00.950Z -14.168 -75.635 43 6.4 mww "near the coast of central Peru"
2012-01-28T17:42:51.720Z -29.43 -177.386 21 5.9 mww "Kermadec Islands New Zealand"
2012-01-28T04:43:41.030Z -36.793 -110.517 10 5.6 mww "southern East Pacific Rise"
2012-01-28T00:22:18.940Z 40.177 142.211 55.3 5.6 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-01-24T16:31:07.790Z -56.336 -27.723 7.6 5.5 mww "South Sandwich Islands region"
2012-01-24T00:52:05.230Z -24.977 178.52 580.3 6.3 mww "south of the Fiji Islands"
2012-01-23T16:04:52.980Z -36.409 -73.03 20 6.1 mww "offshore Bio-Bio Chile"
2012-01-22T06:00:05.410Z -56.655 -24.899 10 5.5 mwc "South Sandwich Islands region"
2012-01-22T05:53:42.080Z -56.759 -25.147 13 6 mww "South Sandwich Islands region"
2012-01-21T18:47:11.560Z 14.873 -93.005 45 6.2 mww "offshore Chiapas Mexico"
2012-01-20T20:32:53.440Z -8.406 119.701 126.3 5.7 mww "Flores region Indonesia"
2012-01-19T06:48:48.750Z -46.686 165.778 20 5.9 mww "off the west coast of the
2012-01-19T05:58:38.790Z -10.966 165.57 12 5.7 mww "Santa Cruz Islands"
2012-01-18T12:50:20.530Z -0.877 126.829 19.1 5.8 mww "Molucca Sea"
2012-01-17T23:21:35.040Z -31.655 -71.499 32.9 5.6 mww "Coquimbo Chile"
2012-01-17T12:55:34.720Z 11.177 125.837 20 5.7 mww "Samar Philippines"
2012-01-16T03:59:44.590Z -60.752 -56.095 10 5.6 mwb "South Shetland Islands"
2012-01-15T14:21:31.370Z -60.882 -55.965 10 6 mwc "South Shetland Islands"
2012-01-15T13:40:19.540Z -60.948 -56.113 8 6.6 mww "South Shetland Islands"
2012-01-15T13:40:16.400Z -60.975 -56.072 10 5.9 mb "South Shetland Islands"
2012-01-14T16:36:21.040Z 19.202 121.156 17 5.8 mww "Babuyan Islands region Philippines"
2012-01-13T16:02:23.030Z -60.548 -27.073 10 5.6 mwc "South Sandwich Islands region"
2012-01-12T14:11:08.430Z -52.113 28.152 10 5.5 mwc "south of Africa"
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2012-01-12T03:20:49.990Z 36.994 141.071 16 5.5 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2012-01-10T18:36:59.080Z 2.433 93.21 19 7.2 mww "off the west coast of northern
2012-01-09T04:07:14.670Z -10.617 165.16 28 6.4 mww "Santa Cruz Islands"
2012-01-07T18:38:08.090Z -28.613 -176.935 10 5.7 mww "Kermadec Islands region"
2012-01-06T18:54:39.310Z -6.341 -107.312 10 5.5 mwc "central East Pacific Rise"
2012-01-05T09:35:32.100Z 18.325 -70.361 39.8 5.5 mww "Dominican Republic"
2012-01-05T01:13:40.430Z -17.691 -173.543 35 5.6 mwc "Tonga"
2012-01-01T05:27:55.980Z 31.456 138.072 365.3 6.8 mww "Izu Islands Japan region"
2011-12-31T00:19:18.130Z -56.958 -142.457 10 5.7 mww "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
2011-12-27T15:21:56.840Z 51.842 95.911 15 6.6 mww "southwestern Siberia Russia"
2011-12-26T16:12:33.210Z -19.168 168.704 44.6 5.5 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-12-26T04:48:08.870Z -16.198 -173.862 90 6 mww "Tonga"
2011-12-23T19:12:34.010Z -52.12 27.958 10 5.9 mww "south of Africa"
2011-12-23T10:52:07.020Z -33.815 -178.344 10 5.5 mwc "south of the Kermadec Islands"
2011-12-23T02:18:03.730Z -43.53 172.743 6.9 5.9 mww Island of New Zealand"
2011-12-23T00:58:38.310Z -43.49 172.8 9.7 5.8 mww Island of New Zealand"
2011-12-21T13:37:14.830Z -33.17 -179.017 10 5.5 mwb "south of the Kermadec Islands"
2011-12-19T05:32:16.350Z -29.074 -176.863 10 5.7 mww "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-12-19T01:23:23.840Z -1.265 119.638 10 5.7 mww "Sulawesi Indonesia"
2011-12-16T12:54:25.370Z -45.766 -76.056 10 5.8 mww "off the coast of Aisen Chile"
2011-12-16T12:02:56.980Z -45.828 -76.02 10 5.5 mwc "off the coast of Aisen Chile"
2011-12-15T15:12:48.270Z 31.717 141.631 34.8 5.6 mwb "Izu Islands Japan region"
2011-12-15T10:10:07.210Z -32.718 -179.099 32 6 mww "south of the Kermadec Islands"
2011-12-14T05:04:59.270Z -7.561 146.804 140.9 7.1 mww "eastern New Guinea region Papua New
2011-12-14T00:48:10.250Z -15.382 -174.826 10 5.8 mwc "Tonga"
2011-12-13T07:52:11.930Z 0.041 123.03 161 6 mww "Minahasa Sulawesi Indonesia"
2011-12-11T09:54:55.200Z -56.009 -28.184 116 6.2 mww "South Sandwich Islands region"
2011-12-11T05:30:57.630Z -24.083 178.554 555.5 5.6 mwc "south of the Fiji Islands"
2011-12-11T01:47:25.900Z 17.844 -99.963 54.2 6.5 mww Mexico"
2011-12-09T19:42:57.340Z 47.009 144.551 392.2 5.7 mww "Sea of Okhotsk"
2011-12-07T22:23:09.730Z -27.899 -70.918 20 6.1 mww "Atacama Chile"
2011-12-07T13:38:28.070Z -1.439 126.514 28.5 5.8 mww "Kepulauan Sula Indonesia"
2011-12-05T19:28:36.930Z -4.759 133.637 19.2 5.7 mwc "near the south coast of Papua
2011-12-03T09:27:11.330Z 17.95 -59.8 10 5.6 mww "east of Barbuda Leeward Islands"
2011-12-02T05:19:26.890Z 0.121 120.499 75 5.5 mwb "Minahasa Sulawesi Indonesia"
2011-12-02T00:22:51.970Z -34.002 58.079 10 5.6 mwb "South Indian Ocean"
2011-11-30T19:42:34.430Z 7.802 93.858 17 5.6 mww "Nicobar Islands India region"
2011-11-30T14:57:44.670Z -22.17 -176.73 171.8 5.6 mwc "south of the Fiji Islands"
2011-11-30T00:27:06.990Z 15.455 118.999 9 6 mww "Philippine Islands region"
2011-11-29T00:30:29.120Z -1.602 -15.45 10 5.9 mww "north of Ascension Island"
2011-11-28T12:26:45.450Z -5.48 153.733 25 6.1 mww "New Ireland region Papua New Guinea"
2011-11-28T09:13:11.340Z -7.019 116.983 616.5 5.8 mww "Bali Sea"
2011-11-24T10:25:34.030Z 41.898 142.639 38 6.2 mww "Hokkaido Japan region"
2011-11-23T19:24:31.470Z 37.365 141.368 34 6.1 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-11-23T12:17:51.280Z 34.285 25.083 10 5.5 mwc "Crete Greece"
2011-11-22T18:48:16.300Z -15.364 -65.09 549.9 6.6 mww "Beni Bolivia"
2011-11-21T03:15:42.290Z 24.955 95.236 113.7 5.7 mww "Myanmar"
2011-11-20T16:31:38.710Z -2.952 142.138 10 5.7 mwb "near the north coast of New
2011-11-19T18:06:24.300Z 53.134 -174.135 214.9 5.5 mww "Andreanof Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-11-18T07:51:24.660Z -37.806 179.418 12 5.8 mww "off the east coast of the
2011-11-18T06:00:53.970Z 33.704 -38.495 10 5.7 mwc "northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2011-11-18T04:34:03.020Z -37.423 179.989 33 5.6 mww the east coast of the North
2011-11-17T13:30:58.910Z 13.973 -91.718 34 5.8 mww "offshore Guatemala"
2011-11-17T06:52:41.330Z 8.415 -103.158 10 5.6 mwc "northern East Pacific Rise"
2011-11-17T01:57:05.730Z -1.702 -81.546 26.6 6 mww "off the coast of Ecuador"
2011-11-15T23:42:29.290Z -5.28 140.311 12 5.7 mww "Papua Indonesia"
2011-11-15T10:43:51.850Z -0.095 121.914 276.2 5.7 mww "Sulawesi Indonesia"
2011-11-15T07:56:02.230Z -7.482 127.849 166 5.5 mww "Kepulauan Barat Daya Indonesia"
2011-11-14T04:05:11.390Z -0.949 126.91 17 6.3 mww "Molucca Sea"
2011-11-13T03:15:16.350Z -55.508 -125.015 10 5.5 mwc "southern East Pacific Rise"
2011-11-11T22:50:40.740Z -55.707 -124.327 10 5.6 mwc "southern East Pacific Rise"
2011-11-11T15:02:19.930Z -17.708 -173.095 10 5.6 mwb "Tonga"
2011-11-11T10:41:37.480Z -55.981 -124.439 10 6 mww "southern East Pacific Rise"
2011-11-09T21:52:20.480Z 10.542 146.095 10.5 5.7 mww "south of the Mariana Islands"
2011-11-09T19:23:33.240Z 38.429 43.229 5 5.6 mww Turkey"
2011-11-08T02:59:08.510Z 27.324 125.621 224.9 6.9 mww "northeast of Taiwan"
2011-11-07T22:35:25.630Z 11.56 -85.861 177 6 mww "Nicaragua"
2011-11-07T16:51:25.100Z -63.245 170.735 5.5 5.8 mww "Balleny Islands region"
2011-11-07T11:59:31.440Z 36.502 71.102 212.1 5.6 mwb "Hindu Kush region Afghanistan"
2011-11-06T08:08:13.270Z 54.12 -162.549 23.2 5.7 mww Peninsula"
2011-11-06T03:53:10.000Z 35.532 -96.765 5.2 5.6 mww
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2011-11-05T07:13:57.990Z -23.468 -70.199 33 5.7 mww "Antofagasta Chile"
2011-11-05T01:49:18.980Z -18.242 168.304 35 5.9 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-11-04T15:43:43.320Z -15.094 167.384 134.1 5.8 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-11-02T14:59:27.940Z -55.294 -128.843 10 6.1 mww "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
2011-11-01T12:32:00.430Z 19.831 -109.205 10 6.3 mww "Revilla Gigedo Islands region"
2011-11-01T00:21:28.090Z 43.648 82.437 28 5.6 mww "northern Xinjiang China"
2011-10-31T07:16:21.610Z 52.366 177.932 159 5.8 mww "Rat Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-10-31T04:45:43.830Z -23.346 -114.963 10 5.5 mwc "Easter Island region"
2011-10-30T18:53:43.000Z -25.741 -70.959 47.1 5.7 mwb the coast of Antofagasta Chile"
2011-10-30T11:52:27.420Z -3.249 101.345 36 5.6 mwb "southern Sumatra Indonesia"
2011-10-30T03:23:46.000Z 25.372 122.866 224.2 5.7 mwb "Taiwan region"
2011-10-28T23:46:01.720Z -14.512 -75.844 10 5.6 mwc "near the coast of central Peru"
2011-10-28T19:01:02.330Z -14.379 -75.998 22.3 5.6 mb "near the coast of central Peru"
2011-10-28T18:54:34.040Z -14.438 -75.966 24 6.9 mww "near the coast of central Peru"
2011-10-28T11:07:01.110Z -28.78 -176.119 49.6 5.7 mb "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-10-27T00:15:24.520Z -17.941 -179.531 602.9 6 mww "Fiji region"
2011-10-25T14:55:08.240Z 38.811 43.623 14 5.6 mww "eastern Turkey"
2011-10-25T03:24:49.630Z 52.159 -171.826 38 5.7 mww "Fox Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-10-23T20:45:34.860Z 38.634 43.077 5 5.9 mww Turkey"
2011-10-23T11:32:41.220Z 38.809 43.3 5 5.7 mb Turkey"
2011-10-23T10:56:49.000Z 38.814 43.446 5 5.6 mb Turkey"
2011-10-23T10:48:17.420Z 38.751 43.595 9 5.6 mb Turkey"
2011-10-23T10:41:22.930Z 38.722 43.513 16 7.1 mww "eastern Turkey"
2011-10-21T17:57:16.100Z -28.993 -176.238 33 7.4 mww "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-10-21T08:02:37.950Z 43.892 142.479 187 6.1 mww "Hokkaido Japan region"
2011-10-20T03:39:00.250Z -29.801 -176.318 43.9 5.5 mb "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-10-18T05:05:06.250Z -5.785 151.037 26 6.1 mww "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2011-10-16T17:16:20.180Z 2.448 96.18 35 5.5 mwc "Simeulue Indonesia"
2011-10-14T06:10:14.600Z 54.08 123.722 12 6 mww "Amurskaya Oblast' Russia"
2011-10-14T03:35:14.810Z -6.57 147.881 37 6.5 mww "eastern New Guinea region Papua New
2011-10-13T04:14:00.510Z 43.462 -127.135 20.6 5.6 mwc "off the coast of Oregon"
2011-10-13T03:16:30.160Z -9.35 114.587 39 6.1 mww "south of Bali Indonesia"
2011-10-11T13:05:49.030Z -2.247 138.838 27.2 5.7 mww "Papua Indonesia"
2011-10-10T05:18:10.560Z -25.459 -116.219 10 5.5 mwc "southern East Pacific Rise"
2011-10-10T02:45:57.860Z 37.547 141.257 46 5.6 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-10-09T18:01:47.820Z -50.076 -115.958 10 5.6 mwc "southern East Pacific Rise"
2011-10-08T08:53:11.960Z -20.602 -173.222 6 5.9 mww "Tonga"
2011-10-08T05:38:54.980Z -4.694 134.137 10.1 5.7 mww "near the south coast of Papua
2011-10-07T08:58:28.910Z -32.514 -179.038 36 6.1 mww "south of the Kermadec Islands"
2011-10-07T06:30:19.620Z -22.212 171.222 118.6 5.6 mwc "southeast of the Loyalty Islands"
2011-10-06T11:12:30.070Z -24.178 -64.219 15 5.9 mww "Jujuy Argentina"
2011-10-06T07:37:01.420Z 9.7 138.245 20 5.8 mww "State of Yap Federated States of
2011-10-06T00:39:32.850Z 57.89 -32.492 10 5.5 mww "Reykjanes Ridge"
2011-10-04T01:37:29.130Z 26.768 140.429 455.9 5.6 mww "Bonin Islands Japan region"
2011-10-01T10:54:29.760Z -48.978 164.542 10 5.6 mwb "off the west coast of the
2011-09-28T22:40:12.860Z -37.952 -73.853 10 5.6 mwb "offshore Bio-Bio Chile"
2011-09-23T19:02:48.240Z -9.051 -109.44 10 5.9 mww "central East Pacific Rise"
2011-09-22T23:07:03.570Z -15.437 -175.311 10 6.4 mww "Tonga"
2011-09-22T03:22:36.070Z 39.785 38.842 5 5.5 mwb Turkey"
2011-09-20T02:40:22.690Z -4.532 -105.207 10 5.7 mwc "central East Pacific Rise"
2011-09-19T18:33:55.870Z 14.186 -90.238 9 5.6 mwr "Guatemala"
2011-09-19T08:14:14.760Z 52.037 -171.982 31 5.6 mww "Fox Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-09-18T12:40:51.830Z 27.73 88.155 50 6.9 mww "Sikkim India"
2011-09-18T07:04:18.070Z 39.845 143.052 10 5.6 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2011-09-17T07:34:27.690Z 40.265 142.657 30 5.7 mwc "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-09-16T22:40:46.930Z 40.242 143.145 37.7 5.8 mwc "off the east coast of Honshu
2011-09-16T21:36:38.590Z 40.077 143.15 40.7 5.8 mwc "off the east coast of Honshu
2011-09-16T21:08:05.330Z 40.239 143.008 18 5.9 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2011-09-16T20:11:16.090Z 40.235 143.24 35 5.8 mwc "off the east coast of Honshu
2011-09-16T19:26:40.970Z 40.271 142.78 35 6.7 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-09-16T18:23:24.740Z -20.679 169.79 106.4 5.5 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-09-15T19:31:04.080Z -21.611 -179.528 644.6 7.3 mww "Fiji region"
2011-09-15T11:59:52.770Z -14.956 -177.957 378.4 5.5 mww "Fiji region"
2011-09-15T08:00:09.640Z 36.256 141.338 28 6.1 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-09-15T07:53:18.630Z -35.366 -179.039 10 6.1 mww "east of the North Island of
2011-09-14T18:10:09.000Z 53.107 172.984 15 6 mww "Near Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-09-14T13:36:34.120Z -35.111 -178.991 13 5.7 mwc "east of the North Island of
2011-09-14T07:03:51.000Z -32.696 -71.797 37 5.8 mww Valparaiso Chile"
2011-09-13T04:49:35.000Z 5.617 -77.471 10 5.7 mwb "near the west coast of Colombia"
2011-09-12T22:44:28.080Z -3.626 144.178 14 5.9 mww "near the north coast of New
2011-09-11T23:37:34.890Z -18.188 167.734 29 5.8 mww "Vanuatu"
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2011-09-09T19:41:34.150Z 49.535 -126.893 22 6.4 mww "Vancouver Island Canada region"
2011-09-09T19:26:01.040Z -49.586 164.007 10 5.9 mww "Auckland Islands New Zealand region"
2011-09-05T17:55:11.220Z 2.965 97.893 91 6.7 mww "northern Sumatra Indonesia"
2011-09-05T11:21:36.940Z 6.564 -82.358 24.7 5.8 mww "south of Panama"
2011-09-05T09:52:01.130Z -15.295 -173.621 37 6.2 mww "Tonga"
2011-09-04T21:44:18.060Z -19.18 168.705 37 5.8 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-09-03T22:55:40.920Z -20.671 169.716 185.1 7 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-09-03T16:20:41.000Z -38.435 -74.907 12 5.8 mww the coast of Araucania Chile"
2011-09-03T04:48:57.310Z -56.451 -26.847 84 6.4 mww "South Sandwich Islands region"
2011-09-03T01:06:53.780Z -12.781 166.79 85 5.8 mww "Santa Cruz Islands"
2011-09-02T13:47:09.620Z -28.398 -63.029 578.9 6.7 mww "Santiago Del Estero Argentina"
2011-09-02T10:55:53.590Z 52.171 -171.708 32 6.9 mww "Fox Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-09-01T06:14:38.650Z -12.357 166.657 39 6 mww "Santa Cruz Islands"
2011-08-31T12:17:27.010Z 43.589 -28.902 10 5.5 mww "northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2011-08-31T10:46:49.470Z -5.907 153.278 35.9 5.6 mww "New Ireland region Papua New Guinea"
2011-08-30T06:57:41.610Z -6.362 126.752 469.8 6.9 mww "Banda Sea"
2011-08-29T18:57:39.010Z -16.35 167.941 202.3 5.6 mwc "Vanuatu"
2011-08-28T10:10:19.490Z -24.535 -115.945 10 5.6 mwc "southern East Pacific Rise"
2011-08-27T20:31:53.300Z -24.593 179.924 508.7 5.7 mwc "south of the Fiji Islands"
2011-08-25T14:23:45.220Z -18.275 167.615 35 5.5 mwc "Vanuatu"
2011-08-25T10:39:58.190Z -13.598 166.996 158.6 5.9 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-08-24T23:06:17.090Z -18.155 167.727 13 6.2 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-08-24T17:46:11.650Z -7.641 -74.525 147 7 mww "northern Peru"
2011-08-23T17:51:04.590Z 37.936 -77.933 6 5.8 mww
2011-08-22T20:12:20.950Z -6.282 104.054 29 6.1 mww "Sunda Strait Indonesia"
2011-08-22T11:23:35.250Z 36.083 141.688 12 5.9 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-08-22T09:38:37.310Z -29.026 -176.676 10 5.7 mwc "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-08-22T06:04:53.880Z -17.428 167.268 10 5.7 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-08-21T13:04:08.160Z -5.57 151.024 40 5.8 mww "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2011-08-21T12:38:53.780Z -56.428 -27.494 130.4 5.6 mwc "South Sandwich Islands region"
2011-08-21T00:23:39.650Z -18.24 167.867 35 5.6 mwb "Vanuatu"
2011-08-20T18:19:23.550Z -18.311 168.218 28 7.1 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-08-20T17:13:06.380Z -18.308 168.156 35 6.5 mwc "Vanuatu"
2011-08-20T16:55:02.810Z -18.365 168.143 32 7.2 mww "Vanuatu"
2011-08-20T01:24:59.960Z -22.504 -174.944 10 5.6 mwc "Tonga region"
2011-08-19T05:36:33.040Z 37.671 141.652 47 6.2 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-08-19T03:54:26.780Z -16.522 -177.004 407.9 6.2 mww "Fiji region"
2011-08-17T11:44:08.370Z 36.765 143.77 9 6.1 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2011-08-16T20:24:03.670Z -57.229 -25.452 44.3 5.7 mww "South Sandwich Islands region"
2011-08-16T17:33:07.620Z -5.557 147.144 186.4 5.6 mwb "eastern New Guinea region Papua New
2011-08-16T11:03:57.700Z -2.331 128.002 35 6.1 mww "Ceram Sea Indonesia"
2011-08-15T11:44:38.420Z 22.65 143.038 132.1 5.6 mb "Volcano Islands Japan region"
2011-08-15T02:53:18.660Z -1.814 -76.908 177.2 5.7 mww "Ecuador"
2011-08-14T01:29:39.340Z -1.337 -14.653 10 5.6 mwb "north of Ascension Island"
2011-08-13T07:33:06.120Z 14.394 -94.674 6 5.8 mww "off the coast of Chiapas Mexico"
2011-08-12T03:15:09.130Z -21.805 -177.021 218.8 5.5 mww "Fiji region"
2011-08-11T18:22:04.920Z 37.034 140.893 44 5.8 mww "eastern Honshu Japan"
2011-08-11T10:06:29.350Z 39.955 77.028 10 5.6 mww "southern Xinjiang China"
2011-08-10T23:45:43.040Z -7.04 -12.618 10 6 mww "Ascension Island region"
2011-08-10T00:53:24.680Z 27.723 65.082 37 5.7 mww "Pakistan"
2011-08-08T23:53:23.150Z -11.11 162.339 23.2 5.6 mwc "Solomon Islands"
2011-08-07T06:22:34.420Z -11.791 168.308 403.4 5.6 mww "Santa Cruz Islands region"
2011-08-05T16:08:45.580Z -29.989 -176.728 10 5.7 mwc "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-08-04T13:51:34.560Z 48.833 154.769 36 6.1 mww "Kuril Islands"
2011-08-04T00:16:07.470Z -2.837 101.09 35 5.8 mww "southern Sumatra Indonesia"
2011-08-03T22:39:23.010Z -5.045 148.161 10 5.7 mww "New Britain region Papua New Guinea"
2011-08-02T19:18:46.840Z -23.983 179.007 528.9 5.7 mww "south of the Fiji Islands"
2011-08-01T18:20:05.030Z 51.792 -171.267 41.2 5.6 mwc Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-08-01T14:58:09.060Z 34.631 138.433 13 5.9 mww "near the south coast of Honshu
2011-08-01T13:44:47.020Z 39.824 142.078 38 5.7 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-07-31T23:38:56.610Z -3.518 144.828 10 6.6 mww "near the north coast of New
2011-07-31T17:35:57.870Z 41.795 142.826 32.4 5.5 mb "Hokkaido Japan region"
2011-07-31T14:34:47.320Z -17.016 171.579 10 6.1 mww "Vanuatu region"
2011-07-30T18:53:49.680Z 36.943 140.959 30 6.3 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-07-30T17:48:51.990Z 12.899 143.234 122.4 5.5 mww "Guam region"
2011-07-29T14:53:18.980Z 36.689 141.871 16.9 5.5 mwc "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-07-29T07:42:22.630Z -23.784 179.76 523 6.7 mww "south of the Fiji Islands"
2011-07-28T19:50:20.060Z -35.77 -73.116 35 5.7 mww "offshore Maule Chile"
2011-07-28T09:01:39.030Z 40.344 143.236 30.9 5.6 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2011-07-27T23:00:30.320Z 10.801 -43.393 10 5.9 mww "northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2011-07-26T17:44:20.380Z 25.101 -109.525 12 6 mww "Gulf of California"
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2011-07-26T14:26:22.870Z -9.23 67.113 10 5.8 mww "Mid-Indian Ridge"
2011-07-26T06:17:37.480Z 52.99 159.794 33 5.6 mww "off the east coast of the
2011-07-25T17:15:40.810Z 14.947 120.043 35 5.9 mww "Luzon Philippines"
2011-07-25T00:50:47.590Z -3.182 150.611 10 6.3 mww "New Ireland region Papua New Guinea"
2011-07-24T18:51:24.520Z 37.727 141.394 35 6.3 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-07-23T16:34:41.820Z 13.107 145.253 14 5.5 mwb "Guam region"
2011-07-23T06:28:34.630Z 54.695 -161.148 22.8 5.5 mb Peninsula"
2011-07-23T04:34:24.180Z 38.898 141.815 41 6.3 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-07-23T02:56:51.350Z -29.335 -69.705 103.4 5.5 mwb "San Juan Argentina"
2011-07-22T06:56:40.860Z -20.325 -178.595 612.1 5.9 mww "Fiji region"
2011-07-21T23:01:42.510Z -62.496 164.452 10 6 mww "Balleny Islands region"
2011-07-20T22:04:59.320Z -10.34 162.01 21 6 mww "Solomon Islands"
2011-07-19T19:35:43.480Z 40.081 71.41 20 6.1 mww "Kyrgyzstan"
2011-07-18T22:38:38.980Z 51.28 178.944 19 5.8 mww "Rat Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-07-16T19:59:12.890Z 54.787 -161.29 36 6.1 mww "Alaska Peninsula"
2011-07-16T18:09:40.820Z -18.867 169.364 246.4 5.6 mwb "Vanuatu"
2011-07-16T17:06:39.610Z -7.1 127.576 254.7 5.9 mww "Kepulauan Barat Daya Indonesia"
2011-07-16T07:03:32.730Z -22.434 -175 7 5.8 mww "Tonga region"
2011-07-16T00:26:12.640Z -33.819 -71.832 20 6 mww "offshore Valparaiso Chile"
2011-07-15T13:26:02.950Z -60.762 -23.523 10 6.1 mww "South Sandwich Islands region"
2011-07-15T12:01:12.200Z 36.128 139.85 88.7 5.5 mwc "eastern Honshu Japan"
2011-07-14T08:52:31.570Z -38.237 -93.772 10 5.5 mwc "West Chile Rise"
2011-07-12T21:06:13.620Z -6.055 130.492 131.4 5.6 mww "Banda Sea"
2011-07-11T20:47:04.300Z 9.509 122.175 19 6.4 mww "Negros Philippines"
2011-07-11T15:51:23.500Z -49.928 -114.076 10 5.7 mwc "southern East Pacific Rise"
2011-07-11T10:48:32.960Z -22.68 -174.746 21.1 5.6 mww "Tonga region"
2011-07-11T08:53:58.070Z -4.061 121.694 35 5.5 mwc "Sulawesi Indonesia"
2011-07-11T07:15:43.780Z -29.487 -176.579 11 5.9 mww "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-07-10T18:47:15.690Z -15.418 -176.083 10 5.7 mwc "Fiji region"
2011-07-10T00:57:10.800Z 38.034 143.264 23 7 mww "off the east coast of Honshu
2011-07-09T19:35:18.750Z -29.436 -177.007 15.2 6 mww "Kermadec Islands New Zealand"
2011-07-09T15:02:27.240Z -29.337 -177.051 14 6 mww "Kermadec Islands New Zealand"
2011-07-09T13:54:23.570Z -29.39 -177.12 19 5.9 mww Islands New Zealand"
2011-07-09T07:08:18.820Z -21.16 -174.638 10 5.6 mwc "Tonga"
2011-07-09T06:53:46.870Z -21.206 -174.538 16 5.9 mww "Tonga"
2011-07-09T05:51:38.540Z -4.137 129.396 21 5.5 mwb "Banda Sea"
2011-07-08T05:53:03.810Z 0.961 -26.419 10 5.6 mwc "central Mid-Atlantic Ridge"
2011-07-07T18:35:42.580Z 37.127 140.87 51.6 5.5 mww "eastern Honshu Japan"
2011-07-07T09:29:59.560Z -29.153 -176.942 30.8 5.8 mwc "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-07-07T09:10:50.240Z -28.978 -176.711 10 5.7 mwc "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-07-06T20:35:38.860Z -29.565 -176.249 10 5.6 mb "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-07-06T19:03:18.260Z -29.539 -176.34 17 7.6 mww "Kermadec Islands region"
2011-07-06T15:14:59.030Z 36.372 141.618 10 5.7 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-07-05T19:02:38.790Z -14.811 -176.025 24.8 5.7 mwc "Fiji region"
2011-07-03T06:34:39.610Z 12.41 -87.584 59 5.7 mww "near the coast of Nicaragua"
2011-07-01T16:25:48.580Z -6.626 147.85 35 5.6 mww "eastern New Guinea region Papua New
2011-07-01T13:18:50.280Z 13.117 146.561 39.2 5.6 mww "Mariana Islands region"
2011-06-30T09:09:18.260Z -23.535 -175.849 35 5.7 mww "Tonga region"
2011-06-30T04:30:54.110Z -23.483 -175.913 35 5.6 mww "Tonga region"
2011-06-29T05:36:46.000Z -33.906 -72.341 19.7 5.5 mwc Libertador O'Higgins Chile"
2011-06-28T06:48:32.510Z 52.087 -171.702 30 5.8 mww "Fox Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-06-27T23:27:33.500Z 52.003 -171.762 29 5.8 mww "Fox Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-06-27T20:04:16.360Z -63.577 170.802 10 5.5 mwc "Balleny Islands region"
2011-06-27T16:47:14.290Z -8.926 122.471 119.7 5.5 mww "Flores region Indonesia"
2011-06-27T00:30:29.680Z -17.112 -173.692 35 5.5 mwb "Tonga"
2011-06-26T12:19:16.690Z -2.412 136.657 18.8 5.6 mb "near the north coast of Papua
2011-06-26T12:16:38.600Z -2.384 136.631 17 6.3 mww "near the north coast of Papua
2011-06-26T09:19:48.080Z 18.863 146.279 99.4 5.5 mwb "Pagan region Northern Mariana Islands"
2011-06-25T21:16:55.480Z -24.512 179.37 527.9 5.6 mww "south of the Fiji Islands"
2011-06-24T17:39:27.210Z 42.049 142.553 58.1 5.5 mwb "Hokkaido Japan region"
2011-06-24T06:33:07.850Z -10.925 165.931 72.1 5.6 mb "Santa Cruz Islands"
2011-06-24T03:09:39.470Z 52.05 -171.836 52 7.3 mww "Fox Islands Aleutian Islands Alaska"
2011-06-22T21:50:52.350Z 39.955 142.205 33 6.7 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-06-22T14:28:59.170Z 40.046 142.777 42.7 5.7 mwc "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-06-21T02:04:15.940Z -11.479 165.551 14 6 mww "Santa Cruz Islands"
2011-06-20T16:36:01.160Z -21.701 -68.228 128 6.4 mww "Antofagasta Chile"
2011-06-19T11:05:29.560Z -54.889 -129.493 10 5.5 mwc "Pacific-Antarctic Ridge"
2011-06-19T00:20:03.800Z -5.963 -80.976 10 5.5 mwb "near the coast of northern Peru"
2011-06-18T17:30:19.520Z 14.021 -91.64 32 5.5 mww "offshore Guatemala"
2011-06-18T11:31:05.880Z 37.664 141.664 20 5.7 mww "near the east coast of Honshu
2011-06-17T09:16:12.570Z 13.303 41.732 10 5.6 mwb "Eritrea - Ethiopia region"
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Appendix IV – Polarisation Filtering
It is well known that ocean islands are noisy environments to conduct seismological
experiments due to wind and waves causing microseismic noise. The Faroe Islands have an
above-average typical wind speed and steep cliffs throughout the study area (particularly on
the western coast) that enhance the conversion of wave motion into microseismic noise.
This is particularly problematic during winter (November-March) in the Faroe Islands when
winds are strongest and waves are highest, increasing the microseismic noise compared to
quieter months (e.g. June).
There are two main frequency ranges of microseisms in the FIPSE array data: 0.2-0.5 Hz and
0.7-1.0 Hz. The lower frequency range is typically ascribed to a complex interaction between
wave motion and shorelines/cliffs whereas the higher frequency range is most likely to be
wind-derived (a complex interaction between the wind, the near-surface of the ground and
any structures like walls, fences or buildings in contact with the ground. Interestingly, in a
test dataset using horizontal component waveforms from station IF09 we noted that the
lower frequency noise band is elliptically and, contrastingly, the higher frequency noise band
is not polarised. Further analyses of the characteristics of the noise will be conducted after
the main focus of the experiment (i.e. imaging the crustal structure using receiver functions)
is completed.
Unfortunately, during the array deployment period there were three periods of hurricanestrength winds (up to ~50 m/s) that produced very noisy (particularly horizontal-component)
data recorded by the seismometer stations that survived the hurricanes.
In order to remove or suppress some of the microseismic noise we followed the method of a
study (Hammond et al., 2005) situated on the Seychelles that used a data-adaptive
polarisation filter (Du et al., 2000; Reading et al., 2001) to improve signal-to-noise ratios by
enhancing signals with linear or elliptical polarisation (i.e. earthquake recordings) and
suppressing random noise. Application of the polarisation filter requires the choice of four
parameters: i) the number of eigentapers used for spectral analysis (K); ii) an integer noise
rejection parameter (g); iii) the length of pre-signal noise window; and iv) the length of the
sliding analysis window. K and g should be kept between 4 and 6 and the pre-signal window
is typically three times the sliding window length (see Du et al., 2000 for more details).
We are still in the process of testing the effects of applying the polarisation filter with
various parameterisations on noisy (winter) and quiet (summer) 3-component recordings
with both strong and weak earthquakes. In each case, the polarisation filtered ENZ
waveforms were examined to assess signal-to-noise improvements and then receiver
functions were calculated from the filtered data and compared to RFs calculated using
unfiltered data.
From our tests to date, we have found that:
 The polarisation filter did not significantly improve receiver function signal-to-noise
for any of the parameterisations.
 The polarisation filter appeared to introduce ‘steps’ in the ENZ waveforms, possibly
from numerical rounding errors, which then contaminated the RFs that were
subsequently calculated from them.
 The choice of window length (WL) was crucial and noise suppression only occurred
in the first WL seconds of the waveforms.
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It was concluded that due to the marginal improvement and possibility of the introduction
of (unpredictable) artefacts the polarisation filter would not be applied as part of the RF
calculation process. However, we intend to continue testing to try to increase the number of
usable receiver functions.
In addition to suppressing the microseismic noise, we have started working on: 1)
quantifying and analysing the variability of the microseismic noise recorded by the FIPSE
array (e.g. Rastin et al., 2012); and 2) using the ambient noise via cross-correlation as a
seismic source to ascertain the S-wave velocity structure of the near surface (e.g. Bensen et
al., 2007).
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Appendix V – FIEC Poster
Faroe Islands Passive Seismic Experiment (FIPSE) Data
Characteristics and Preliminary Results
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1. INTRODUCTION AND AIMS

2. STATION DEPLOYMENT AND RAW DATA

The crustal structure and composition beneath the Faroe
Islands remains poorly understood. In particular, the
thickness of Tertiary basalt sequences, the presence of
underlying sediments and the depth and lateral variation
of the Precambrian crystalline basement discontinuity are
largely unconstrained, as are Moho depth and bulk crustal
composition.
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The Faroe Islands Passive Seismic Experiment (FIPSE) will
image variations in crustal layer thickness and velocity
beneath the Faroe Islands using passive seismological
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sediment thickness
Constrain Moho depth, bulk crustal composition and
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Receiver functions exploit P- to S-wave conversions at
acoustic impedance discontinuities
Careful processing can produce receiver functions
containing frequencies of >3 Hz (crustal wavelengths of
1.5-2.5 km)
S-wave velocity vs. depth models are produced beneath
each seismic station on a scale similar to seismic
refraction methods
Signal-to-noise is suitably enhanced through stacking of
many large earthquakes (e.g. Cornwell et al., 2010)
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Fig. 1: A) Topographical map of the study region with the locations of broadband
seismological stations marked by yellow squares. B) Locations of typical global
earthquakes in relation to the network. C) ~9 months’ 3 component continuous raw
and filtered data recordings for all 12 stations from June 2011 to February 2012.

4. PRELIMINARY CRUSTAL THICKNESS

Fig. 2: 1Hz (left panel) and 3Hz (right panel) maximum frequency receiver function
stacks from the 12 FIPSE stations, IF01-IF12 (each stack contains between 5 and 13
receiver functions). RFs calculated using the extended multi-taper deconvolution method
of Helffrich, 2006.
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Fig. 4: A) Synthetic receiver functions show that a very different response is expected if
sediments are between the basalt and basement. B) 3 Hz receiver functions show
coherent conversions and multiples from 8 recorded earthquakes.
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H-κ stacking finds the bulk
crustal thickness (H) and VP/ VS
(κ) using the Moho conversion
and its multiples
A grid search over likely crustal
thicknesses and VP/ VS and
receiver function amplitudes are
extracted at Ps, PpPs and PsPs
+PpSs predicted arrival times
Repeated for all receiver
functions at each station
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12 Güralp CMG-3ESPD broadband (60sec-50 Hz)
seismometers were deployed directly onto bedrock to
preserve high frequency signal
16 months continuous data recording at 200 sps
Earthquakes with magnitudes of >5.5 at distances of
30-90° are extracted for receiver function analyses
S:N significantly poorer in winter due to wind/ wave
noise at frequencies of 0.1-0.5 Hz
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Preliminary results suggest
H=23-31 km and κ= 1.7- 1.9 for the
crust beneath the FIPSE stations
Additional evidence for a deeper
conversion at H=39-56 km with
κ= 1.7- 1.9 above it
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Fig. 3: A) Example H-κ stacking
using Fmax=1.5 Hz receiver
functions at station IF04; B)
Station map with preliminary
crustal thickness and bulk
crustal VP/ VS annotated.

6. FURTHER WORK
Continue to collect passive data until October 2012
Map crustal thickness and bulk VP/ VS beneath the Faroe
Islands
Forward and inverse model the near-surface and deeper
conversions to produce 1-D S-wave velocity vs. depth
models for each station
Delineate seismic layers in the uppermost 10 km and
compare to offshore seismic profiles
Investigate and invert receiver functions for for
anisotropy within crustal layers
Ambient noise tomography (joint inversion with receiver
functions)
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